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ABSTRACT 
The main objective of this research was to show the representation of 

Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in Tsegaye Gebremedhin’s selected historical 
plays (Tewodros, Petros Yachin Seat and Menelik). The basic research 
questions focused on how the depiction and representation can be 
explained and to answer these questions, new historical theoretical and 
critical approach was used. A purposive sampling method was used to 
select the sample plays that offer relevant data by using some criteria. The 
main method of data collection focuses on a close reading of literary and 
non-literary texts. After reading the plays critically, the major elements of 
Ethiopianism and historical events are identified, analyzed and 
interpreted. Accordingly, patriotism, unity, hospitality and freedom and 
independence were identified as elements of Ethiopianism, and the passion 
of Abune Petros, Tewodros at Meqdela and the battle of Adwa are identified 
as major historical events. The analysis mainly shows that these elements 
of Ethiopianism and historical events are depicted in the plays positively to 
promote the prevalence of Ethiopianism. The plays used direct, indirect 
and symbolic way of expression to articulate Ethiopianism. Generally, the 
plays are written based on the actual historical events which possess the 
mentioned elements of Ethiopianism and these elements are depicted in a 
way that advocates the need to develop the sense of Ethiopianism than 
ethnicity.

1. INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

The recognition that there is a relationship between literature and society is not new. Literature depictes the 
society and the society‟s social, political and economic issues are pictured in literature. According to Arjun (2013:1), 
„the history of literature dates back to the dawn of human civilization and, literature and society are inseparable 
from each other, for literature cannot sustain without society and vice versa.‟ Literature provides a framework for 
articulating our daily experience, and becomes an instrument for the discovery of new ideas. It thus either promotes 
our social consciousness by challenging our traditional standards or preserves norms and values that can shape 
mankind‟s personal, social and human reality. MSC Okolo expresses this function of literature as it is „a vital tool for 
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social building and reconstruction. And … it provides basic intellectual frameworks within which people can 
interpret, perceive and transform human experience‟ (Okolo, 2005:19). 

Ethiopian literature could not therefore deviate from this reality. Although, the emergence of modern literary 
creative writing either in Amharic or English language is a recent phenomenon, literature practiced for a long period 
in the country. The beginning of Amharic creative literature is tied with the publication of the first novel by Af ework 
Gebreiyesus in 1908 called Tobya (Libweled Tarik) following the introduction of western education, printing press, 
and consequently the publication of newspapers and megazins (Anteneh,2014;1). 

Beginning from that time a bulk of literary products were published by various authors in different genres such 
as novel, short story, play and poetry with a purpose of more „art for society's sake than art for art‟s sake‟ 
(Molvaer,1980;35). Various issues like the nature of mankind, human life, actions, progress, environment, and 
limitations are raised. The focus of this thesis, however, is on what is referred to as play. Play is „a composition 
intended to be performed that walks and talks before our eyes‟ (Okolo,2005:11). It may be different in type based 
on its content: historical, psychological, romantic, political, mythical and so on. Here, attention is focused on three 
historical plays by Tsegaye Gebremedhin namely Tewodros, Petros Yachin Seat and Menelik, which specifically on 
themes of unity, patriotism, freedom, and hospitality. These plays are national literature written by Tsegaye 
Gebremedhin. The writer of such plays, with the aid of imaginative creativity, renders an account of the nature of 
governance, authority, justice, equality, freedom and human rights among other themes. 

Ethiopia is a multicultural, multilingual, multiracial and multi-religious country that required Ethiopians to 
understand each other in order to maintain the peace of the country. These diversified people are lived together. 
However, as many argued, since the practice of ethnic federalism in 1983 E.C, „Ethiopia has proliferated communal 
dissension and violence. …rather than consolidating national unity, it has been further weakening social and 
historical bonds at the grassroots‟ (Tewodros, 2013; 290). Therefore, the sense Ethiopianism, which means “all 
ideologies and movements which aim to maintain the unity and integrity of the Ethiopian nation and state” (ibid), is 
attenuated and needs a reformation. 

The researcher believes that literature can, “create awareness of possibilities for change” (Okolo,2005;10) by 
rising social consciousness. In this regard, historical literature takes a lion‟s share. Play, which is the focus of this 
research, “often served as a tool of propaganda to influence people‟s behavior and way of thinking because of its 
unique ability to reproduce images, movement and sound like a real life” (Deraman and Razak, 2018;82). Studying 
classic literature (plays) in which national identity is articulated in a best way could have a power to change the 
current condition of Ethiopia, which is characterized by ethnicity. Since, 

„national or personal identity is a direct result of the presence of elements from the shared activities such as 
drama performances, cultural practices and other common factors in people's daily lives including language, history, 
culture and consciousness… and drama is an effective instrument for Identity formation‟ (Christine, (n.d);1). 

For this reason, this study examines how Ethiopia and Ethiopianism is represented in Tsegaye Gebremedhin‟s 
selected historical plays. 

Poet, Louret and Playwrite Tsegaye Gebremedhin wrote 41 plays including the translations in his life 
(Ermias,2010;156). He is the main proponent of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism both in his life and works. Teferi 
Mekonen (in his introduction to Ermias Hussien‟s book “Fire and Water”) 

 said, „understanding Tsegaye‟s life is, knowing as he is smiley of Ethiopia; his “poetics” and “Politics” is 
Ethiopianism. ‟ (ibid). Most of his works deal the theme of Ethiopianism. According to Tewodros Gebre (in his 
introduction to the collection of Tsegaye Gebremedhin historical plays), the selected historical plays (Tewodros, 
Petros and Menelik) of this thesis are, „are embedded with motifs of Ethiopianism.‟ (2001;vii) 

Generally, the nature of s' ä gay ä G ä b ï r ä m ä d ï h ï n and his works are enriched with the theme of Ethiopia 
and Ethiopianism. The researcher believes that conducting a study on his selected historical play could serve as a 
solution for current political condition of Ethiopia characterized by ethnicity and prove the role of literature in 
shaping society. This on the other hand may add value for the movement to bring back Ethiopianism practiced by 
the government (governmental practice since February 24/2010 E.C). 

 
 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 
The current (2011 E.C) political mood of the country is the major motivation to conduct this thesis on the topic 

“Ethiopa and Ethiopianism in selected historical plays by Tsegaye Gebremedhin”. The current political situation of 
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Ethiopia during EPRDF period, has a sense that ethnic grouping took priority than Ethiopianism . There is “a shift 
from a sense of “Ethiopia or death” to “my ethnic group or death” which was not historical behavior of Ethiopia” 
(Teshome,2017;2). This mainly resulted from the practice of ethnic federalism political policy.  In fact there were 
some symptoms of ethnic nationalism since 1960s, it was intensified more following “the change of the regime in 
1991 which lead to recording of Ethiopian state and society along ethnic lines” (Merara,2003;7). This has 
significantly polarized the country‟s politics, a polarization that could have a far-reaching implication. According to 
Merara, this was a deliberate action taken by the government to up hold power (ibid). 

Art according to Leo Tolstoy, “…is a means of union among men, joining them together in the same feelings, and 
indispensable for the life and progress toward wellbeing of individuals and of humanity” (Tolstoy, 1899:4). It has a 
power to create common consensus. 

 The researcher‟s interest to fill this problem gap,i.e, the prevalence of confusion and tension on Ethiopia and 
Ethiopianism created by ethnicity, through art of literature, takes the first initiative to conduct this research. 

The second reason for conducting this research is the need to fill content gap of researches done on Tsegaye 
Gebrmedhin work. Though various researches have been conducted, as far as the researcher knowledge, they did 
touch his work specificaly on the represention of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism well. 

The researchers high interest to support the recent movement of the government (after june 23,2010 E.C) to 
return the sense of Ethiopianism is another initiative for taking part the research. 

 
 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 
The study was aimed to answer the following research questions: 
 

1) How are Ethiopia and Ethiopianism represented in the selected plays? 
2) How are the major historical events represented in selected historical plays? 
3) What are the roles of the selected plays in promoting Ethiopia and Ethiopianism? 

 
 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

 
1.4.1. GENERAL OBJECTIVE 
 
The general objective of this study is to show the representation of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in selected 

historical plays of Tsegaye Gebremedhin. 
 

1.4.2. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE 
 
In addition to the above main objective, the research will have the following specific objectives; 
 

• To explain how Ethiopia and Ethiopianism are represented in the selected historical plays. 
• To examine, the representation of historical events in selected historical plays. 
• To evaluate the roles of plays, in promoting and advocating Ethiopia and Ethiopianism. 

  
 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

 
This study could have a number of advantages. Firstly, the study could be taken as a slack for the current 

aggravated situation of ethnicity in Ethiopia by providing an important understanding on the function of literature 
in shaping the society in general and the role of Tsegaye Gebremedhin selected historical plays in preaching Ethiopia 
and Ethiopianism in particular. This also supports the movement that nearly commenced to bring the sense of 
Ethiopia and Ethiopianism. Secondly, this study gives the opportunity for readers and researchers to see deep into 
other Ethiopian literature to understand how the concept of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism is reflected. And it could have 
some relevance to give information for writers who are able to get this research, on how historical events could be 
represented to articulate Ethiopia and Ethiopianism. 
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 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
 
The study focused on investigating representations of Ethiopia and Ethopianism in Selected historical plays by 

Tsegaye Gebremedhin. Louret Tsegaye Gebremedhin has written 41 plays including translations. However, the scope 
of this thesis is limited to three historical plays; Tewodros, Petros Yachin Seat and Menelik. This is because of their 
enrichment with the concept of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism which can help the researcher to cope up with the 
research objectives. Though Ethiopianism possesses many elements, this research paper make emphasis on 
patriotism, unity, hospitality, and freedom and independence. This is because the researcher believes that the sense 
of giving priority for ethnicity than Ethiopianism is emanated from the lack of the mentioned elements and preaching 
these elements through literature can bring change the situation. On the other hand, the term Ethiopianism has two 
dimensions: an Ethiopian Ethiopianism and black national movement. The black national movement is not the 
concern of this study. Although the selected works could be analyzed in different dimensions, in this paper the 
analysis is addressed from the point of view of the thematic representations of Ethiopia and Ethopianism. The 
writing style of the author and the writing techniques used in the plays were not the target of discussion, unless they 
have some relevance to the main purpose of the study. 

  
 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 
The researcher was interested in showing the representation of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in Ethiopian 

literature during different period. However, temporal and financial matters affect his topic selection to be on one 
author and one genre. Therefore, this research is limited to only showing the representation of Ethiopia and 
Ethiopianism in selected historical plays by Tsegaye Gebremedhin, it did not exploit the representation of Ethiopia 
and Ethiopianism in Ethiopian literature as a whole. This makes the research not to be a general indicator of 
Ethiopian literature in representing Ethiopia and Ethopianism. 

 
 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
1.8.1. RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
Since the researcher constructs the representation of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism with a closer reading of 

selected works and other non-literary concepts like history, theology and psychology, constructivism paradigm was 
used as a basis for analyzing the literary works. The constructivism paradigm or epistemology asserts that meaning 
is constructed in mind through social interactions (Creswell, 2007:20-21). A researcher‟s experience, knowledge, 
and social and cultural interactions are factors that lead to construct reality in a certain way. 

The study also used a qualitative method as it enabled to carry out an investigation of qualitative phenomena, a 
representation of historical events in the plays. To investigate  the  representation of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in 
Tsegaye Gebremedhin‟s selected historical plays, the study  used  a  theoretical approach of  New  Historicism. With 
a closer reading of the selected plays and related contemporary non-literary texts such as historical, political and 
legal documents based on the selected approach, different ideas and themes on representation of Ethiopia and 
Ethiopianism were constructed. 

The study also employ hermeneutics research method since the concerns of the study were describing, 
interpreting and analyzing critically the representations of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in historical plays. This 
method enabled the researcher to conduct an intensive investigation of patterns of representations of nationalism, 
and the relationships of history and plays. It also allowed the researcher to describe the historical events represented 
in the plays, and how they are represented. 

 
1.8.2. SELECTION OF SAMPLE PLAYS 
 
A purposive sampling technique was used to select the plays that represent Ethiopia and Ethiopianism. 

Accordingly, the following criteria were set. Firstly, historical events that were considered to be very significant in 
articulating Ethiopia and Ethiopianism were identified, based on readings of historical research works and books. 
Thus, Tewodros at Mekdela, Adwa and patriotic adventure of Abune P‟etros were selected. Then the researcher 
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identify the author, who prominently write on Ethiopia and Ethiopianism. Accordingly, TegayeGebremedhin, in 
expression of Teferi Mekonnen, who „is smiley of Ethiopia, and whose “poetics” and “Politics” is Ethiopianism‟ 
(Ermias,2010; xi) is selected. Then, plays in which the identified historical events represented were distinguished. 
Based on the above ropcedure, Six plays namely: Oda Oak Oracle, Callision of Altars, Petros Yachin Seat, Hahu Weym 
Pepu, Tewodros and Menelik, were selected from 41 plays written by the author for the study. Among these plays: 
Petros Yachin Seat (1955), Tewodros (1960), and Menelik (1982) was selected. This is because of their enrichment 
with “motifs of Ethiopianism” and the availability of plays in written form. 

 
1.8.3. SOURCE OF DATA 
 
The researcher has used both primary and secondary data from liberary and internet to his research work. The 

selected plays _ Tewodros, Petros Yachin Seat and Menelik, were used as primary data. This data sources were 
chosen among other plays based on the above criteria. The researcher has used document analysis to find data. The 
documents (secondary sources) were: books, MA thesis, journals, articles, and other related writings which give 
additional information about the selected plays, and theoretical approach. 

 
1.8.4. METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION 
 
The main method of data collection was a close reading of the selected plays and other related non-literary 

documents. The plays and other historical and political writings on the respective historical events were read closely 
and investigated in-depth. The research step in collecting data were reading all the selected works of the author, 
reread all pages and sentences that are related to research questions. Then extracts were grouped in to themes. After 
that, the researcher analyzes the identified data with different concepts. 

 
1.8.5. METHODS OF DATA ANALYSIS 
 
The data were thematically analyzed based on the theoretical approach of New Historicism. New Historicism is 

not used for examining literary texts in isolation; rather enable to relate the texts to the outer-context; or to the 
political, historical and cultural contexts of the respective historical periods. There were certain parameters used in 
analyzing and interpreting the plays with their historical contexts. The first step is examining the representation of 
Ethiopia and Ethiopianism either directly, indirectly or symbolically. How historical events are represented in the 
plays? Was the second step in analyzing the plays. This was examined with questions of; Do the writer reflect the 
whole history of a historical event neutrally, or take sides, by either supporting or opposing groups participating? 
Plausible or distorted, in relation to the actual historical event? Third, the representational role of the plays, in 
promoting Ethiopianism was examined. The data obtained in such inquiries were grouped, analyzed and interpreted 
in accordance with the concepts and frameworks discussed in chapter two. Extracts taken from the plays for 
illustration purpose were translated into English. 

 
 ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 

 
The thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter one is the introduction. This chapter presents the background of 

the study, the statement of the problem, the research questions, general and specific objectives, significance of the 
study, scope of the study, limitations of the study, methodology and organizations of the research. Chapter two 
describes theoretical concepts related to Ethiopia, Ethiopianism, nationalism, new historicism and review of related 
research works. Chapter three, presents the analysis of representation Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in the selected 
historical plays of Tsegaye Gebremedhin. The last chapter presents of the conclusion of the research based on the 
findings of the study. 
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2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
This chapter has three major parts. The first part is concerned with the theoretical literature which comprises 

historical, sacial and political backgrounds of Ethiopia, nationalism and elements of Ethiopianism. The second part 
contains the review of previous works and the last discussed on the conceptual framework of the study. 

 
 REVIEW OF THEORETICAL LITERATURE 

 
2.1.1. ETHIOPIA: HISTORICAL, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL BACKGROUND 
 
When does Ethiopian nation and nation-state come to existence? What are facets of historic and modern 

Ethiopia? And What does the name Ethiopia signify? Are the main issues of discussion in this topic. 
Ethiopia is a country with a long and pride-worthy history that „its beginning can be neither proved nor 

disproved‟ (Rogers, 1982:8). Conventionally, the historical foundation of Ethiopian state goes back at least three 
thousand years. This is based on the mythological origin of Ethiopia that can be traced back to the 10th century BC, 
which is tied with the relationship of king Solomon of Israel and Queen Sheba of Ethiopia. However, archeological 
evidences, like fossils of Lucy at Afar with 3.5 million years of age and heritages of the Stone Age at Melka Konture, 
prolong its history to be counted in a millions (Bahru, 1987:5). On the contrary, a minority voice shortens the 
country‟s history to little based on the creation of the modern empire-state in the last quarter of the 19th century. 

The etymological origin of “Ethiopia”, based on the 15th C Ethiopian book called “Book of Axum”, “is derived 
from the word Etïyop's, a name of twelfth king of Ethiopia”; king Etïyop's was the son of cush, whom his father was 
cam. (Ayele, 2004:5) Therefore, the name “Ethiopia” has an Ethiopian origin. However, some sources claim as “the 
name presumably was coined by outsiders, who lavish them with prise and “blamelessness” thereby, in the process, 
implanting external source to Ethiopian history and culture”. (ibid) Others who are on the side of external 
ethymological source explain that the name Ethiopia is thought to derive from the Greek word which means “burnt 
face”, and Ethiopia means “the country of burnt face” (Wallis,1928,VI;2). 

A number of writers like; Homer, Herodotus, Starbo, Doudorus, pliny, and others, mention the name of the 
country Ethiopia frequently, but none of them supply information which enables us to describe its extent or to say 
exactly where its boundaries began and where it ended. Homer speaks (Odyssey, I; 23) of as there are eastern and 
western Ethiopians only where the “blameless” people inhabited, and that lay around the ocean which is presumably 
far to the south of the land of Greek (wallis, VII,1928;8). 

Herodotus (B.C 484-425) says that the country Ethiopia lies “where the south declines towards the setting sun,” 
and that is, “the last inhabited land in that direction.” He also adds that, “the Ethiopians bordering up on Egypt, who 
were reduced by Cambyses when he made war on the long lived Ethiopians.” The geographer Starbo placed Ethiopia 
to south of Egypt, and historian Pliny make it as, it far 246 miles to south of Syene (Wallis, VI, 1928; 35). 

From the aforementioned statements, we may conclude that Homer and Herodotus suggust the name Ethiopia 
for the vast region of Africa which may include Sudan, Egypt, Arabia, Palestine, western Asia and India, Starbo and 
Pliny restrict the use of the term to peoples who lived in the northern and southern part of the valley of Nile. (Wallis, 
VI,1928;30, Rogers, 1928: 2) 

And also we can decide that, the Hemer‟s, Herodotus‟s, Starbo‟s and Pliny‟s Ethiopia is not the contemporary 
Ethiopia rather the historic Ethiopia. This shows as our current Ethiopia has ancient facet „in which its territory 
covered a vast region of Africa, south Arabia as well as India, which comprises upper Egypt, Meroe, Nubia, Western 
Sudan, and the Arabian pensuela.‟ (Rogers, 1982,8, Ayele, 2004:7) 

While the contemporary Ethiopia which is established by Menilik II (Bahru,1991 ;36), is found in the horn of 
Africa bordered by Eritrea to the north, Djibouti and Somalia to the east, Sudan and South Sudan to the west and 
Kenya to the South. Ethiopia has a high central plateau that varies from 1,290 to 300 m (4,232 to 9,843 ft) above sea 
level with the highest mountain reaching 4,533 m (14,872 ft). It has a total area of 1,133,380 sq.km which comprises 
plateaus, mountain escarpments, rift valleys, below sea level depressions, lakes and rivers with resultant spectacular 
landscapes, waterfalls, and divergent climate and soils. (Helmut and Aynalem, 1998:1-4) 

Ethiopia is a nation integrated not by one but by a combination of several kinds of objective relationships 
(economic, political, linguistic, cultural, religious, geographical, historical) and their subjective reflection in collective 
consciousness.  This is the most decisive criterion and identification with thousands of years of recorded and 
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uninterrupted statehood and its institutional and cultural legacy that we call historic Ethiopia. A foundation which 
is provided by the traditions and memories of ancient Ethiopia has evolved into the national culture of modern 
Ethiopia and it has been vital for its survival (Tewodros, 2013:53). 

In the words of Tewodros, „Ethiopia is a “nationscape”. This is to mean a nation with a land and a land with a 
nation for a long period. As stated earlier the historical foundation of Ethiopian nation-state building goes back at 
least three thousand years‟ (Tewodros,2013:53). According to modernist theory, nation-state building emerged 
with ideology of nationalism. Therefore, nationalism is as old as the modern world, though it gained an 
unprecedented momentum during the 20th century. It is a driving force in fighting against colonialism and 
imperialism, and powered genuine struggles for freedom and social justice everywhere. Nationalism is today a 
maker or breaker of states, an agent of peace, stability and progress as well as a cause of horrendous bloodshed, 
destabilization and destruction (ibid). The next discussion is focused on the issue of natinionalism and Ethiopianism. 

 
2.1.2. NATIONALISM AND ETHIOPIANISM 
 

2.1.2.1. NATIONALISM 
 
Various scholar difine nationalism based on their understandings. Bart Bonikowski (2008), defines nationalism 

by classifying into three broad approaches: political, psychological, and cultural based on various scholars 
definitions. The first deals primarily with nationalism at the level of the collectivity and its elites, the second at the 
level of the individual, and the third at the level of individuals embedded in structures of social relations that pattern 
the cultural resources to which the individuals have access. 

 
Political Definition 
Nationalism according to Gellner (1983:1), is “primarily a political principle, which holds that the political and 

the national unit should be congruent.” This political principle, For Breuilly (1985:3), involves three fundamental 
assumptions: “there exists a nation with an explicit and peculiar character; the interests and values of this nation 
take priority over all other interests and values; the nation must be as independent as possible” (Bart, 2008:7). Bart 
explains these functions of nationalism as: 

“an ideology that can be consciously utilized by political movements to further their goals, but which also exists 
at a less explicit level as a frame through which individuals understand their social world. The political perspective 
has been used to study the historical origins of modern nation-states, as well as efforts by contemporary non-state 
actors to establish sovereign authority over a territorially bound population” (Bart, 2008:8). 

Psychological Definition: As Bart stated in his research, this conception of nationalism emphasizes the 
relationship between the individual and a generalized image of the nation. Based on this, nationalism defined as the 
“devotion to an ideal, abstract, unrealized notion of one‟s country, often coupled with a belief in some wider national 
mission to humanity” (Lieven 2004 as cited by Bart, 2008:9). 

Cultural Definition: According to Bart, it is “a set of shared scripts and symbols used by individuals to make 
sense of their world and to justify their strategies of action” (Bart, 2008:10). According to Billig‟s (1995), nationalism 
consists of “ideological habits which enable the established nations of the West to be reproduced. […] Daily, the 
nation is indicated, or „flagged‟, in the lives of its citizenry.” Nationalist “idioms, practices, and possibilities” and 
“ideological habits” can be identified at different levels of analysis, includingthe nation itself, organizations and socio 
demographic groups, and individuals (Bonikowski,2008;10). 

 
Based on the above discussion, we Bart define nationalism as: 
“the self-understanding of individuals and groups framed in terms of their membership in a broader collectivity 

coterminous with the territorial, social, and legal boundaries of an actual or potential nation-state. This self-
understanding is produced through the interaction of individual cognitive schemata, shared cultural understandings 
contained in various forms of public discourse, and institutional rules and conventions” (Bart, 2008:1 

Even though there are more than six types of nationalism, most intelligentsias agree, that there are two types of 
nationalism. These are ethnic and civic nationalisms. (Vijay, 2015; 9) 

Ethnic Nationalism:  Though nationalism does not support the belief of superiority based on ethnicity, some 
nationalists support ethnocentric nationalism.  For some nationalists, national community is based on language, 
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ethnicity, religion, culture. They try to find out national purity from all these. For them minorities are not truly parts 
of national community. If there is a myth engaged with the homeland, then it becomes superior to them to connect 
and form a community sharing the same pride of mythic homeland (Vijay, 2015;8). 

Civic Nationalism: it defines the nation as an association of people who identify themselves as belonging to the 
nation, who have equal and shared political rights, and allegiance to similar political procedures. For civic 
nationalism, a nation is not based on its ethnic history but on political entity. Civic nationalism is well defined by 
Ernest Renan in his lecture “What is a Nation?" (1882), where he defined the nation as a "daily referendum" 
dependent on the will of its people to living together. Civic nationalism is compatible with liberal values of freedom, 
equality, tolerance, and individual rights. (ibid) 

 
2.1.2.2. ETHIOPIANISM AND ITS ELEMENTS 
 
Ethiopianism in this study is intended to stand for “all ideologies and movements which aim to maintain the 

unity and integrity of the Ethiopian nation and state, and is synonymous with civic nationalism. Ethiopianism in this 
sense, which loosely translates as “Etyop‟iawinet” or “Etyop‟iawi Bihertegnet” (Tewodros, 2013:34). These 
ideologies are a set of the Ethiopian patriotic values aimed at creating Ethiopian identity. These values may be a 
belief in devotion, loyalty or allegiance to Ethiopia or its flag, traditions, customs, culture, symbols, institutions or 
forms of government. 

The original ideology of nation-state was civic nationalism due to its emphasis on the common citizenship rather 
than a unique culture or language as a measure and substance of nationality (Tewodros, 2013:6-7. However, the 
emergence of ethnic nationalism makes civic nationalism of the old continuous nations on defensive position. The 
trend of nationalism in Ethiopia is parallel to this situation. During the first nation-state building, Ethiopia practiced 
civic/Ethiopianism/Ethiopian nationalism. The name used to call all the nation was Bhere Ethiopia. The sentiment 
of Ethioianism takes priority than ethnic nationalism. Citizenship was given more priority than ethnicity. This was 
practiced until the fall of Dergue regime. However, after the fall of Dergue regime (1983 E.C), there is a shift from 
Ethiopia or death to my ethnic group or death and Ethiopianism take a defensive position (Tewodros, 2013). The 
longstanding values and traditions, which were serving the nation as part of the greater member has been 
deconstructed and decentered from the mainstream of politics. Indeed the present ruling government after june 24, 
(2010 E.C) is trying to bring back the sentiment of Ethiopianism. 

Teshome Abera who had made a study on this issue entitled Ethiopianism principles (2017) stated that 
Ethiopianism is historical and transferred from our forefathers and the quality of possessing Ethiopianism is the 
basis for imprinting image-changing history including the victory of Adwa. He also mentioned as patriotism, unity, 
concern for others, respecting others, accommodations of difference and independence are principles or elements 
of Ethiopianism in relation to individuals contribution and Ethiopians in general (Teshome,2017;3). The researcher 
prefers to use some of these elements, which are most important to solve problems of ethnicity in the present 
Ethiopia as a base of the analysis with a little nomenclature improvement. 

 
Patriotism 
Patriotism was one of the best feature pillars in Ethiopianism. It is “related to love and loyalty towards the 

country. One is considered as a patriotic citizen when their belief, practice and action meet the characteristic of being 
patriotic.” Patriotism further means showing more regard and loyalty to his/her nation rather than self-ethnic 
groups, states, local government areas and towns. 

D.A. Falade and M. Falade (2013), described patriotism as the extent to which citizens trust and support their 
government and the extent to which the government trusts and supports its citizens. Aspects of patriotism include: 
absence of bribery and corruption, love of one‟s country, obeying laws, paying taxes, loyalty and voting at elections 
(pp.59). The writers also expressed it comprehensively which constitute, the spirit of patriotism is not limited to 
one‟s willingness citizens serve in the field of national defense such as military and police only, but they include all 
aspects of society‟s economic, educational, cultural, sports and variety (as cited in Deraman and Razak,2018:88). 

Primoratz classified patriotism into two types, which are value-based patriotism and egocentric patriotism. 
Value-based patriotism is referring to „the loyalty and love of a nation to the country is due to certain factors that 
can profit such as the achievement of the country in terms of economy as well as other privileges available in that 
country. These groups often raised the issues such as what is the contribution of the country to me while the question 
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of what my contribution to the country will be ignored. To put it in a simple way, if the country does not provide 
benefits to them, the loyalty to his country will disappear this. This type of patriotism can be regarded as 
materialistic, shallow and inaccurate‟ (as cited by Deraman and Razak,2018:86). 

Meanwhile egocentric patriotism refers to „one‟s love and loyalty to his country simply because “it is his 
country” but not because of the country‟s ability to provide certain achievements and privileges for himself. Thus, 
egocentric patriotism presented by Primoratz is seen to be better than value-based patriotism because the nations 
love for the homeland is unconditional. In general, egocentric patriotism can be judged as a sincere love for the 
country because the nations do not expect anything from it when compared to values-based patriotism‟ (Deraman 
and Razak,2018:87). 

In Ethiopian context, the Adwa victory and the wars before Adwa and after it are witnessing how Ethiopians are 
proud of their country. They died to make their native land free from colonial power. They sacrificed themselves for 
the best possible future of the country. Emperor Tewodros II when defeated by British expeditionary forces, decided 
to commit suicide instead of living under them as a slave and seeing his country fallen under the colonial 
administration. Emperor Yohannes IV is beheaded while fighting Mahdist forces. The Ethiopians at Adwa defeat 
Italian forces by Ethiopian army lead by Emperor Menelik. These leaders are kings. However, they suffered and 
sacrifice their life for the freedom of their country. It is this principle that was taken by other black countries as an 
epitome and initiates them to liberate their country from the colonial yoke. The lesson we learned from these kings 
is that they are on the battle field with their army and ordinary citizens fighting the enemy. They were not in their 
palace and waiting for the report about the progress of the war. It is because of this that they earned an immortal 
name by their sacrifice for their country (Teshome, 2017:3-5). 

 
Unity 
Unity is one quality that Ethiopians experience for a long period. National unity and integration amongst the 

citizens is directly related to inter-ethnic relations in a country where multiracial, multilingual and multicultural 
society is inhabited. They have been standing together, who and whatever comes on their country. They leave their 
difference aside and stand together for their common destiny. If we take the major event, victory of Adwa, it was the 
result of all nations, nationality and peoples around the country. The word of Henock express this as, “Though the 
battle of Adwa was led by Menelik, who marshaled the support of local lords, the credit also goes to the wide array 
of ethnic groups and peoples with diverse linguistic backgrounds” (cited in Teshome,2017;5). 

Besides the ethnic unity, during the battle of Adwa, Menelik calls for all Ethiopians to march for Adwa to defend 
their country from Italian fascist army.  The response given to Menelik by all group of people from all corner was 
speedy. Keeping aside their differences, they marched to Adwa and defeated the Italian army equipped with latest 
armament and machinery by the traditional instrument. Then, it is the unity of the Ethiopians at the time that defends 
their country and brought the well-equipped Italian forces down. It is a victory that redefines Ethiopians relation 
with the super powers of the time (Bahru, 1987;63). 

 
Hospitality (Homage) 
Hospitality involves welcoming strangers – not just the rich and respectable strangers, but also the oppressed, 

persecuted and absolute strangers who may not posses much to share or with whom one may not always have much 
in common (Puspa, 2012:1). Strangers according to Simmel, „may be those “who comes today and goes tomorrow” 
or “who comes today and stays tomorrow” and may be from abroad or within a group whose boundaries are 
analogous to spatial boundaries‟ (cited by Puspa, 2012:2). 

In Ethiopia, strangers may possess the above descriptions, and Ethiopians accept them with their respective 
conditions. Throughout history, Ethiopians have a palpable name of hospitality. One history is recorded during the 
time where followers of Mohammed prosecuted in their place. Mohamed ordered them to go to the land governed 
by the Christian king of the time to seek refuge which Mohamed called the land of peace and justice. He ordered his 
followers without fear that they forced to change their religion and accepted Christianity.  His followers and relatives 
were received by the Christian king with dignity and respect (Teshome, 2017; 6). 

  
Freedom and Independence 
“Hitherto God has graciously preserved our native land. He has permitted us to conquer our enemies, and to 

reconstitute our country. It is by the grace of God that I have reigned hitherto, and if my death is near I have no 
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anxiety on that account, for death is the fate of men. But up to this day God has never humiliated me. In the same 
manner He will sustain me in the future. 

“An enemy has come across the sea. He has broken through our frontiers in order to destroy our country and 
our faith. I allowed him to seize my possessions and I entered into lengthy negotiations with him in hope of obtaining 
justice without bloodshed. But the enemy refuses to listen. He continues to advance; and like a mole, undermines 
our territory and people. 

“Enough! With the help of God, I will defend the inheritance of my forefathers, and will derive the invader back 
through forces of arms! Let every man who is strong join me! And who is not strong, let him pray for me!” 
(Punkhrust,2005:90) 

The above quote was a proclamation taken from Richard Punkhurst‟s Historic Images of Ethiopia (2005;90) 
which was declared by Menelik II, on September 1896 G.C, to mobilize his people against Italian invasion. Based on 
the king‟s declaration, for they were patriots of their country and honor of their king, strong men defeated the Italian 
at the battle were joined him and fought with the largest and best-equipped Italian force, which lastly resulted Adwa 
in 1896. This victory caused the European power to flock to the new capital, Addis Ababa, to sign treaties, open up 
legations and acquire concessions. Menelik played important role in modernizing the country by opening modern 
schools, by constructing different bridges, forming state bureaucracy and diplomatic relation with other countries 
(Teshome, 2017; 4). 

Ethiopia, the only state to survive the European scramble for Africa, had become a beacon of freedom for the 
black world. Daniel Thwaite, a historian of South Africa, explained, “Ethiopia‟s prestige in repelling invasion, and in 
having remained unconquered throughout the centuries, is practically unfathomable. To Africans in general, not only 
to those who invoked her as a liberator, she stands as a granite monument, a living exponent of the black race, the 
shrine enclosing the last sacred spark of African political freedom, the impregnable rock of black resistance against 
white invasion, a living symbol, and incarnation of African independence.”(cited in Pankhurst,2005;91) 

As Bahru (2008) said, the victory of Adwa “define Ethiopia and Ethiopians more than any other events in 
modern history,” and had also a great impact on firing the black movement called Ethiopianism which was started 
in 1880 in south Africa (cited by Teshome, 2017:2). The Adwa victory and the war before Adwa and after are 
witnessing how Ethiopians are proud of their country. They died to make their native land free from colonial power. 
They sacrificed themselves for the good will of their country. In general, Ethiopia is a country inhibited by Ethiopians 
with a prolonged history. And characterized by patriotism, unity, hospitality/homage/, and freedom and 
independence. 

 
2.1.3. NEW HISTORICISM 
 
New Historicism is a literary critical approach and theory that emerged in America in the early 1982. It was 

basically a reaction against the earlier Schools of Criticism – particularly against New Criticism, Formalism, 
Structuralism, and Deconstruction which were all concentrating exclusively on the analysis of the language of the 
texts in which distinctions between literature and its contexts and between literary and non-literary texts were 
practiced (Hisham, 2016:  17). New criticism, formalism and structuralism are characterized by their neglect of 
contexts - historical and cultural contexts in which works of literature are produced. While, „the initial endeavor of 
new historicism is to relocate the literary text among nonliterary "discursive practices" of an age by making use of 
documents like chronicles, legal reports, pamphlets and by analyzing other forms of art like painting, sculpture, 
music, etc‟ (Doğan,2005;82). 

Some of the main proponents of New Historicism are Stephen Greenblatt, Louis Montrose, Catherine Gallagher, 
D. A. Miller, Joel Fineman and Walter Benn Michaels. 

New Historicism is characterized by some major principles. The method was intended to be a shift in emphasis 
that would ground the study of literature in its historical context, or more precisely within the different discourses 
of the time – to stress the importance of historical materials in the fabric of literary texts. As Bartens express: 

New historicists assert that in understanding a literary work, historical, political, biographical, and other forms 
of writing play important roles. Conversely, literary texts equally give useful knowledge and insight in understanding 
historical or political texts. It is characterized by inter-textuality. The literary text is read and understood in relation 
to other literary and nonliterary texts and other documents of the same era. (Bertens, 2001: 180, cited in Anteneh, 
2014; 39). 
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The concept of New Historicists viewing a literary text as a historical process was expressed by Montrose‟s „the 
historicity of the text and the textuality of history. ‟ Anteneh describe this as: 

„New historicists understand history as embedded in texts, and, at the same time, texts,in one way or another, 
represent history. A new historicist “accepts Derrida‟s view that there is nothing outside the text, the special sense 
that everything about the past is only available to us in textualized form: through the ideology, or outlook, or 
discursive practices of its own time, through those of ours, and through the distorting web of language itself”. Our 
knowledge of the past is constructed from these practices‟ (Anteneh, 2014: 37). 

According to Bertens(2001), the relationship between literature and context is multi directional. Literature can 
be simultaneously considered as a product of history, and in turn as a tool that has significance in the making of 
history. Literature represents history, but it is not a mere representation of history. It is rather actively involved in 
the shaping of history, and gives insights into the formation and interpretation of historical and political moments.  
Literature reveals the processes and tensions by which historical changes were brought about, and may motivate 
changes in history. It may, at the same time, reveal the social and political ideas of a particular time in history and 
also instigate the need for rupture or the need for change in that political system (cited in Anteneh, 2014: 37). 

 According to new historicist, no text and author could be considered autonomous and absolute. The author was 
reduced to author-function that the institutional and cultural forces determined the function of him and literature 
produced. Dogan (2005) describe this as: 

“Literature, for new historicism, is a social and cultural creation constructed by more than one consciousness, 
it is not autonomous, and it cannot be diminished to a product of a single mind. Therefore, the best way of analysis 
is achieved through the lens of the culture that produced it. Literature is a specific vision of history and not a distinct 
category of human activity. Man himself is a social construct; there is no such thing as a universal human nature that 
surpasses history: history is a series of "ruptures" between ages and man. As a consequence, the critic is trapped in 
his own historicity. No one can rise above their own cultural formations, their own ideological upbringing in order 
to understand the past in its own terms. Therefore, it is impossible for a modern reader to appreciate a literary work 
as its contemporaries experienced it. As a result, the best approach to literary criticisms to try to reconstruct the 
"ideology" of its culture by taking the text as its basis and by exploring diverse areas of cultural factors” 
(Doğan,2005;82). 

Power relations of a particular era shape how literature is produced, distributed and consumed. Literary texts 
that were prohibited once might at times be free and encouraged to be published, distributed, and read following 
changes in the cultural and political system. For new historicists who are influenced by Foucault, power relationship 
is not unidirectional in which the powerful dominates the powerless; or the upper class dominates the lower class. 
It is rather bi-directional where the lower class, in some way, resists the upper class, the factory workers resist the 
injustices of the factory owners and their respective directors. New historicists believe that literary texts have 
functions within a network of power relations in society. Since literature is a discourse characterized by power 
relations, it can be considered as “a loyal watchdog, patrolling the fences of a conservative social order”; it can also 
equally serve as an agent that brings resistance and change in the power relationships (Brannigan, 2001:  172 as 
cited by Anteneh, 2014;41). 

For new historicists, literature like any discourse reflects ideology time. It reflects and shapes individuals, 
groups, and even a nation. Literary text is a -and place-bound verbal construction that is always, in one way or 
another political; because it is inevitably involved with a discourse or an ideology, it cannot help being a vehicle for 
power” (Bertens, 2001: 177, cited by Anteneh, 2014;46). 

In spite of the contribution of New Historicism to literary theory and criticism, there have been some criticisms 
against it. Formalists, structuralists and deconstructionists criticize New Historicism for its focus on historical 
contexts and political orientations. It is criticized for its rejection of both the autonomy and individual genius of the 
author and the autonomy of the literary work. New Historicism is also criticized for its failures to meet form of the 
literary work (Brannigan, 2001 as cited Anteneh, 2014;43). 

The application of New Historicism as one of the tools for analyzing the plays in this study helps to achieve the 
main objective of the study by creating a relationship between the plays and the social and historical contexts of 
their writing. Furthermore, the tool facilitates intertextual reading in which the study of the plays could be related 
to historical, political and legal documents. It further helps to investigate the relationship between the history and 
the literature and the role of literature in shaping the society. 
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 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS 
 
The researcher has been able to read local critical reviews and research works that in one way or another are 

related to the current study. In this regard, he came across one article and one thesis, which are concerned with 
Ethiopianism and Tsegaye Gebremedhin, respectively. 

The first is a critical Article by Teshome Abera presented at Addis Ababa Science and Technology University in 
2017 E.C. The aim of the article is to show the past history of Ethiopia and inform the new generation to inherit how 
the heros and heroines of the past generation defended against the injustice inflicted upon the country by invaders 
and how Ethiopianism become a movement of all black race in the world. Teshome conducted his study by 
understanding the importance of examining the past inorder to recognize the present. Based on this, he identifies 
principles of Ethiopianism, which are patriotism, unity, concern for others, hospitality, accommodiations of 
difference and freedom and independence. He discussed on the relevance of these elements in relation with the black 
movement “Ethiopianism” in general and Ethiopia in particular to restore peace, national pride, and development. 

Teshome‟s critical article has a relationship with the concern of this study. Firstly, the base of the discussion for 
both the article and my research are elements of Ethiopianism. Elements of Ethiopianism in my research are taken 
from Teshome‟s Article. Secondly, the goal of the two studies is to awake the present generation. The difference 
between this research and Teshome‟s article lies in the object of study:its focus on historical plays (literary text), 
while Teshome‟s study dealt with data from proper history. 

The second research is Solomon Tesema‟s MA thesis entitled Interdisciplinarity in Tsegaye 
G/medhin‟sHahuweymPepu (2007, an MA thesis at Addis Ababa University. Solomon conducted his research with 
the main aim of investigating interdisciplinarity of the play Hahu Weym Pepu. To achieve his goal, he used 
hermeneutic approach as a method of analysis and interpretation. Proving the interdisciplinary nature of Hahu 
Weym Pepu is his final finding. This thesis helped the current researcher by providing valuable information about 
the biography of the author. 

While, my research is aimed at, showing the representation of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in selected plays of 
Tsegaye Gebre Medhin. To do this, the researcher identify elements of Ethiopianism from the plays and analyzed 
them by theoretical approach of New Historicism. The object of our study, i.e, the three plays of Tsegaye 
Gebremedhin, is the issue that makes the two study related. 

 
 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 

 
Literature, Nationalism and New historicism 
Literature refers to the imaginative, creative and aesthetic writing organized in the form of drama, verse or 

prose. The play, which is the concern of this study, is one of the genres of creative literature in prose or verse form. 
Literature extends its territory from the earth to the sky. It has a close connection with different issue and discipline. 
Evaluating the depiction of Ethiopa and Ethiopianism in selected historical plays to promote Ethiopian nationalism 
through theoretical approach of new historicism is the main issues of this research. Here the interconnection 
between literature, nationalism and new historicism make the edifice of this research. Therefore, the researcher 
develops the conceptual framework of the research as follow. 

 According to a New historicism literary theory, identity is fashioned by social institutions. Literature is one of 
social institution produced by a society and used as a tool of (re)shaping the culture of the society. Literature can be 
said to be a product of history; it is in the history of civilization of a society that literature emerges and grows. And 
literature always constitutes history, because literature deals with human life and nature, and consequently, it 
cannot be free from history. Thus, literature is constructed from history and gives access to understand the past and 
to create present and the future. This is what new historicist call textuality of history and historicity of the text. 

As an institution, literature meets the authors with the readers. On the one hand, writers could reflect and 
represent historical contexts positively or negatively. They also influence contexts in different degrees. On the other 
hand, the reader of the text is influenced and shaped by the writer‟s reflection and representation of contexts. Thus, 
the readers in order to understand the text fully, should have contextual knowledge of the text. If they are with 
munitions of contextual knowledge, they can construct ideas and themes from their reading and learn something 
from texts. They might be influenced by what they read and in turn take part in the struggle held to change the 
existing contexts. Ethiopianism in Ethiopia was practiced for a long period of time with a better past than the present. 
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The practical situation of the past is depicted in Ethiopian classic literature. Analyzing and interpreting those 
literature (historical) helps to understand the past and to formulate today as well as the future. 

  
3. ANALYSIS OF ETHIOPIA AND ETHIOPIANISM IN SELECTED HISTORICAL PLAYS BY TSEGAYE 

GEBREMEDHIN 
 
This section deals with the analysis of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism as represented in selected historical plays. The 

representation of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in general; and patriotism, unity, hospitality and freedom and 
independence in particular are is discussed. The way of representing major historical event as well as its role in 
promoting ethiopianism are examined and analyzed. 

 
 SYNOPSIS OF THE PLAYS 

 
3.1.1. SYNOPSIS OF PETROS YACHIN SEAT (THE PASSION OF PETER) 
 
Petros Yachin Seat is a historical play reflecting on the history of martyor Abune Petros who carry out a patriotic 

adventure during the Italian occupation. It was published in 1955 E.C. The story has three characters, nmely; Hailu, 
Girsha and Rodelfo participated in the play. Hailu is a religious leader who believes as Ethiopia is not under the 
control of Italy and struggles in order to make this true. 

He also teachs that allying with Italy and living comfortable life is “a death of death” and living such a life is 
worse than death for his country. Girsha, on the other hand, is an Ethiopian who allies with Italy and, Rodelfo is an 
Italian General in Ethiopia. The whole play is full of struggles and arguments of Hailu on the one side and, Girsha and 
Rodelfo on the other side. The argument, that deals between leaving for faith and living for wealth. 

Rodelfo and Girsha forced Hailu to change his stand on Italy. But Hailu strengthens himself when temptation 
increased from time to time. Lastly, Italians and Girsha together execute him. His death was an event that paves the 
way for the creation of new Ethiopia. 

  
3.1.2. SYNOPSIS OF TEWODROS 
 
This play is based on a true story of king Tewodros who administered Ethiopia from the 1947- 1961 (E.C). The 

play was published in 1960. The story from the beginning to the end deals with both in Tewodros administration 
and in the events of the day. The first part shows the letter which says, „I found Ethiopia to break into the mouths of 
mafia. So, I outlawed and determined to rebel‟. At this time the play shows the occurance of burial at the palace. This 
letter angered Empress Menen greatly. In answer to his letter, she sent a message to the messenger who insulted his 
mother and his mother. Tewodros casts his emotions in touch with his fiancé. On both sides, preparation will be 
made for the battlefield. The warriors of Menen, Wondyirad, lie in the field with 4,000 warriors. Tewodros with 
Gelemo and Gebrye, were going to the battlefield with some 700 woriors. They capture their enemies. Empress 
Menen become angry and decide to fight with Tewodros, yet she is subject to defeat and spoil. Her son runs away to 
Gorgora. The winner will be brought in the Royal Palace. 

The son of captive Menen, Ali, sends a letter to Tewodros, which begg to send his mother home and to let him 
know that he has received as a leader. Teodros sends her back to her son by arguing, as there is no way to 
communicate with power and race. After this, he launch the campaign to Wollo, Shewa, Gojam and other parts of the 
country to create unified and strong country. Victory was in hand and he strives to preserve the modern 
administration system. He reduces the number of priests, and puts the soldiers in charge of wages. A modern punch 
called Sapotolpol was made. His wife is furious. 

The princes rebel against Kassa. He takes a brutal action. This action separated him from the public and leaves 
only with his loyal companions. On the other hand, the delay of response to get military aid from the UK, forced 
Tewodros to arrest British nationals who came to Ethiopia to promote religion. Britain sent its warriors to Ethiopia 
to free its citizens. The battle is over, and he destroys himself. 
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3.1.3. SYNOPSIS OF MENELIK 
 
Menilek is a long play written in 1982 E.C by making king Menilek of Ethiopia as the base and main character of 

the story. It consisted of three acts. The play narrates beginning from the scram of Menilek at Mekdela to his death. 
Menilek in the play is a wise and observant man who gives priority for peace than war. When events that lead to 
conflict was happened, he give a chance to solve them by discussion. War is his last alternative. Through this process, 
many historical events are narrated artistically. 

The battle of Adwa is the major historical event narrated in the play broadly. The war takes place between 
Ethiopia and Italy. Article 17 of Wuchale Treaty is the incident that raises the conflict. The meaning of Article 17 of 
the treaty in Amharic is different from the Italic virsion. The Amharic meaning assured the freedom and 
independence of Ethiopia, while the Italian breave of Ethiopian independence. For this reason king Menilek ordered 
to amend the treaty. But the Italian refused to do so, because they wants to invade Ethiopia. Ethiopia‟s refusal to 
accept the treaty enforced Italy to invade her in the North direction. Menilek toterate and inform Italy to refrain from 
war action, though they gave him their deaf ear to his call. After that Menilek declare a war proclamation to his 
people. All Ethiopians, irrespective of their race, gender, age and religion, were campaigned to the war field. Lastly, 
Ethiopians and Italians fight at Adwa and Ethiopia becomes the winner. Beginning from that Ethiopia becomes the 
symbol of freedom and independence in the world. 

 
 ETHIOPIA AND ETHIOPIANISM IN THE SELECTED HISTORICAL PLAYS 

 
The selected plays try to represent Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in various ways. The representation begins from 

defining the etymology of the name Ethiopia. An operational definition of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism is also 
portrayed in the selected historical plays. Among the selected plays, it is in Mï nilï k that Tsegaye define and describe 
Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in a better way. As it was expressed here under in the play Ethiopia is “(ኢትዮጵያ የሚሇው) 
ስርወ ቃለ ካም ነው፤ ጥቁር ጠይም ህዝብ፤ እሳታዊ፤ ሰሊማዊ፤ የሰው ሌጅ ወገን - ይህ አራቱ ነው ቋሚ ትርጉሙ፡፡” (ምኒሌክ፤ገጽ 

206) [“the word Ethiopia is derived from Cushitic language stem and it is to mean black tan skinned people, 
peaceful, heroic, and being a human being” (Menelik, pp.206)]. 

Similarly, the meaning of Ethiopia is also delivered in the play as: 
 
“ኢትየጵያ ማሇት ሰሊም ናት፤ ሇጦርነት አንቸኩሌም 
 
ገፍቶ የመጣን ጠሊት ግን፤ ቴዎዴሮሰ ይሙት አሌምረውም 
 
ሇአሇም መቀጣጫ እስኪሆን፤ ሳሌሰብረው አሌመሇስም፡፡” (ምኒሌክ፤ገጽ 195) “It is peace which means Ethiopia, we do not leap 

for war 
  
But for encroacher, in the name of Tewodros I am unmerciful 
 
As if it were a tutiton to the world, I would not go back.” (Menelik, pp.195) 
Here above, Ethiopia is explained as it is a peaceful country that do not leap for war but insufferable on its 

sovereignity. Its peaceness is for those who do not come on her sovereignty. If they touch her benefit and invade her, 
it is like a fire that destroys a joungle. This is what history tells us. 

Further Ethiopia is represented as a country with a long and pride history where civilization was prevailed once 
and disappeared through process. In the play of Menilek this is stated in the following manner; 

ምኒሌክ፡ … ኢትዮጵያ በታሪክ ቀዯምት ስሌጣኔዋን ሇአሇም እንዲስቀሰምች፤ ዛሬ ዯግሞ ዘመናዊ ስሌጠናን ከአሇም ትቀስማሇች፡፡ የዉሇታዋ ወሮታ 
እንጂ ዲረጎትም አዯሇም፡፡(ምኒሌክ፤ገፅ፤ 253-254) 

“…Ethiopia is a country with a long history of civilization in the history of the world. Today, she continues to 
receive modern civilization from around the world. The reward is a blessing but not a debt.” (Menelik, Pp.253-254) 

አለሊ፡ “… የአበው አጽም ቅዴመ ታሪክ የኢትዮጵያ የካም ወገኖቻችን አንጡራ አፈርና ዘር ቀይ ባህር ማድ ወዱያ፤ ሰሜን ከሰሊ ሜሮኤና ኑብያ 
እስከሜዱትራኒያን፤ ዯቡብ ዝባዴ ምዴር ባሻገር፤ አዛንያ፤ ምዕራብ ነጭ አባይ ወዱያ፤ የጥንታዊቱ አገራችን ካርታ ገፅታ፤ …ስንቱ ስንቱ ምዴራችንን ዲግም 
እየፈሇሱ ካርታችንን እየቆረሱ፤ ቅኝ ተገዢዎቸችን እያለ ኖረው ዛሬ ሌጅ ሌጆቻቸው ዯሞ ተኮሌኩሇው ተነሱ!” (ምኒሌክ፤ገፅ፤ 172-173) 
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Alula; “Mountains and beyond Red Sea, North of Kesela, Meroe and Nubia to the Mediterranean, Beyond the 
Zagreb, Antaranar, West White nile, for Abyssinians of Ethiopia, Map of Our Ancient Patterns, ... How many of us have 
been looking at reclaiming our planet as our colonies Stay alive today!” (Menelik, Pp.172-173) 

The above extract shows that Ethiopia is an ancient country that its geographical location covered a large 
portion of Africa and Asia, which is broader than its current territory. Further, it shows, as Ethiopia is a source of 
civilization to the world. 

 As history tells, „Ethiopia is an ancient country in which Homer and Herodotus give the name Ethiopia for the 
vast region of Africa which may include Sudan, Egypt, Arabia, Palestine, western Asia and India‟ (Waliss,VI,1928; 2). 
This shows that the writer of the play used the actual history to tell the audience about what Ethiopia has been in 
the past and at present. 

The representation of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in the plays is not limited to mention its pride historical 
position. It also explains as this history is not resulted in a simple way, rather in adventure between external and 
internal enemies and it shows the means how that was achieved. 

In Petros Yachin Seat, we observe this situation through everything that Hailu did and has been done on him. 
Hailu is a faithful man who cares for his country freedom and independence. He is a strong man who believes that 
this freedom is brought through everyone‟s sacrifice for his or her country and takes commitment to be that. But his 
belief is highly tempted by internal and external forces. Girsha is the internal threat from Ethiopia; and Rodelfo is 
the external one from Italy. The extent how much enemies from inside and outside was fore, is expressed in Hailu‟s 
word as; 

“…ምነው እመብርሀን ዝም አሌሽኝ፤ ሲፈታተኑኝ ቸሌ አሌሽኝ ባክሽ ከጎኔ አትራቂኝ፤..ካጠገቤ አስወግጅሌኝ 
አረ ብቻየን አሌዘሌቅም፤ 
 
አንቺ ካሊስወገዴሽሌኝ፤ ፈተናቸውን አሌችሌም፤” (ጴጥሮስ ያቺን ሰአት፤ 27-28) 
 
“…Why you just ignore me Merry, and neglect me when they‟re tempted Do not hold me back from you. 
I cannot succed alone; 
If you did not make them evict, I cannot withstand their test.” (Petros Yachin Seat,27-28) 
Even though he said this, as narrated in the story, he does not regret back from his first stand of sacrifice. He 

continued to be martyrdom and did it. 
In Tewodros, this theme is expressed in the story of Kassa. Kassa was a patriotic leader who efforts to unite 

Ethiopia and take different measures to achieve his goal. He try to form one andmodern administrative center in 
Ethiopia. This does not give comfort for those who were getting benefit from the disunited Ethiopia. This brings 
internal disagreement between the progressive Kassa and the conservative group. Finally, Kassa left with some loyal 
warlords and suicide himself when he was fighting with Britain at the Battle of Mekdela. Though Kassa lost his life, 
the situation of his death and challenges from internal and external forces gives a strong moral for others even for 
the present generations. This is because of Look what sentiment does the following last word of Kassa could create 
on the audience; 

“…እጅህን ስጥ አሇኝ ፈረንጅ፤ እጅ ተይዞ ሉወሰዴ ምን እጅ አሇው የሳት ሰዯዴ… 
አያውቅም ክንዳ እንዯሚያነዴ!! 
 
/ካሳ ሽጉጡን ይጠጣሌ፡፡ ይወዴቃሌ፡፡”/(ቴዎዴሮስ፤121) 
 
“My enemy said; 
 
give me your hand, to take my hand ... What hands have a frying pan ... 
As never mine! He does not know how to hurt this arm!! 
 
/ Kassa packs his pistol. Falling. /” (Tewodros,121) 
 
With no any precondition, the audiences give support to this action of Kassa and prepare himself to sacrifice 

him for his country to endure challenge. They picturized the problem he was faced, in mind and become ready for 
new adventure. 
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In the play Menilek, the story about the administration of King Menilek from the beginning to the end articulates 
the theme that Ethiopia has internal and external enemies which try to terminate its journey to civilization. The 
treaty of Wuchale may be seen as evidence to show the external enemy and the war of Adwa may depict and 
maneuvers internal enemies in a best way. Wuchale treaty was a conspiracy to make Ethiopia the colony of Italy 
made by the Italian diplomat Conte Antoneli. In Adwa, it was not only the Italians who fought with Ethiopians, there 
was also Ethiopians who ally with Italy. Ras Alula reported this to Menilek as; 

 “…በዴምሩ ሃየ ሺህ የጣሉያን ጦር፤ ዘጠኝ ሺህ ያገር ተወሊጅ ባንዲ፤ ከስዴሳ መዴፍ ጋር ነው የጠሊት አዯራዯሩ፤ እነዚህ ሰሊዮች በተናዘዙሌን መሰረት፡
፡” (ምኒሌክ፤261) 

"... according to the information they gave, the enemy troop level is a total of twenty thousand Italian troops and 
nine thousand Indigenous Banda, with sixty Frogs.” (Menelik,121) 

Even though banda Ethiopians aided the Italians, the result of Adwa war was sided to Ethiopia. The treaty of 
Wuchale was also blocked by strong decision made by Menilek. 

Based on the plays Ethiopia is a country with along and pride history in which its ancient empire covers large 
parts of Africa, Asia and Saudi Arabia. It also explained, as it is a source of civilization. The history that it posses is 
full of adventure ended with championship. This representation has a great value to create a sense of greatness and 
initiate audiences to take action that make Ethiopia great again. 

 
 THE REPRESENTATION OF ELEMENTS OF ETHIOPIANISM IN THE SELECTED PLAYS 

 
3.3.1. PATRIOTISM IN PETROS YACHIN SEAT, TEWODROS AND MENILEK 
 
The central issue of the selected historical plays is patriotism. Both the protagonists and the title of the selected 

plays; Hailu (petros), Kassa (Tewodros) and Menilek are icons of patriotism in Ethiopian history who are committed 
to sacrifice their life for their country. Their stele erected around the country could justify this. All actions and 
reactions in the plays are emanated from the spirit of patriotism. The fatigue to build unified and strong nation-state, 
the effort to resolve contradictory needs and deeds, the eagerness to create peace, stable and modernized Ethiopia, 
the scuffle to keep Ethiopia from foreign invader through war or diplomacy are motifs reccurring in the plays. 

According to Deraman and Razak (2018: 85), loyalty and sacrifice for ones country are the major characteristics 
of patriotism. To achieve their patriotic goals, most of the characters, if we cannot say all, are with munitions of 
commitment to sacrifice their life for their country with no precondition, which is the main virtue of patriotism. 
Whatever, whenever and wherever anything comes againest the benefit, unity, sovereignty, and dignity of their 
country, they are willing to give their life as a gift. This concept is highly portrayed in the plays in a clear way. Let us 
demonstrate this by examples of extracts taken from each play. 

In Petros Yachin Seat, death is depicted in a broad way like conception of Merlod Westphal. According to 
Westphal, death has two facets, biological and existential death. Biological death is a natural phenomenon that 
humans life is terminated and it may be timely (valuable) or untimely (unvaluable). Untimely death is a situation 
when someone die without fulfilling his/her objective and while timely death is a state when someone die after 
accompalishing his mission and become a light for future (Tewodros, 2001;154). These two facets of death are 
articulated in various situations in the play. Hailu or Abune Petros (pp.3) prefer to die a valuable biological death 
than exixtential death, which could bring something bright for others. This is occurred when Hailu, the symbol of 
patriotic Ethiopians, is argued by Rudolf and Mersh who symbolize External and internal enemy, respectively. Let us 
see this in the following extracts: 

ኃይለ፡ “…እጅህ የህይወት አይዯሇም፤ የሞት ሞት እጅ ነው ሌጄ፤… ብኩን ህይወቴን ወዴጄ፤ በሞት ፍርሃት ተገዴጄ፤ የግፍ እጆችህን ከተቀበሌኩ፤ 
የእምነት ኃይለን ከተነጠኩ፤ የመጀመሪያ ሞቴን ሞት በ…ዲግም ሇስጋ ግብሬ፤ ቃሌ ኪዲኔን ቀብሬ፤ ከቀንበዳ ጋር አብሬ የህይወት ፍርሃት ካስተማርኩ፤ የብኩን 
እምነት ከሰበኩ፤ የሁሇተኛ ሞቴን ሞትኩ፤… አየህ ሌጄ ይኼ እጄ በጦር ሜዲ ዛሬ ጥዋት፤ ሌጆቹ ፊት እንዯጽሊት ወጥቶ፤ ዯርቆ ተዘርግቶ፤ ፍርሃታቸውን 
አራግቶ፤ እምነታቸውን አሟሌቶ፤ ስቃያቸውን አካቶ፤ ሌባቸውን ሇእጄ ሰጥተው፤ ይፍቱኝ አሜን እግዚኦ ብሇው፤ አምነው ተሳሌመው፤ ተ ፈትተው፤ 
ህይወታቸው በእጄ ጽሊት፤ ጸንታ በመሇኮት እሳት፤ ተጠብቃ እስከ ምፅአት፤ እንዯምትቆይ በቃሌ ኪዲን፤ አምኖ በመታመን ስሌጣን፤ እንባቸውን ዯማቸውን 
ነፍሳቸውን፤ በጄ ጥሇው፤ ይፍቱኝ ሲለ፤ ተጨፍጭፈው ይፍቱኝ ሲለ ተሀርግተው፤ እጄ ሇይ ወዴቀው ሲረገፉ፤ እጄ ሊይ ሲረፈረፉ፤ እግዜር ይፍታችሁ 
ብያቸው፤ እግዜር ያጥናችሁ ብያቸው፤ ዋይታቸውን ሲቃቸውን፤ ሇግዜር አሳሌፌሊቸው፤ ታዱያን አሁን እንዳት ብዬ፤ ሌጆቼን በጄ ሌበሊቸው;…አየህ ሌጄ 
እጅህ የህይወት አይዯሇም፤ የሞት ሞት እጅ ነው ሌጄ…” (ጴጥሮስ ያችን ሰአት፤ 18) 

Hailu; “... your hand is not life; it is a death of death my son, I hate my life, my fear of dying, my injustice, my 
damn of faith; My first death to death was ... and I was killed in my death, fighting for my death, breaking my promise, 
and teaching my fiancee to the sword, killing my second death, and ... Seeing, my son was on the battlefield this 
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morning, They had their fear, their courage, their burdens, their sorrows, and their hearts to my feet, and their 
ambassadors, and their lives in the hand of my God, and in the fire of the God of my salvation; For it is in my power 
to slay me. When my hands fell on one of them, when I washed my hands, fluttering with the feet, and seeing them 
fluttering, I would swing them to gag them.” (Petros yachin Seat, 18) 

The above quote is the answer given by Hailu to Italian Rodelfo when he asked to believe, as Ethiopia is colony 
of Italy and ordered him to teach Ethiopians to accept, as Italy is their formal administrator. Hailu told Rodelfo that, 
choosing existential death by fearing biological death is like dying a death of death and he does not have any place 
to answer his question positively. Insincerity to words and conflicting with goals are characteristics of this death of 
death what we call existential death. Hailu before he becomes captive of Italy, he was abettor of patriots fighting for 
freedom, absolution of their soul, and staves of their stability. For him, turning these words for he is under the hands 
of enemy is like what he calls “dead a death of death”. Therefore, he prefers to scarify his life for his words, for his 
followers, and for his country as a whole. This is also expressed in the play through the form of advice when Mersha 
trying to argue and tempt Hailu to change the idea of life scarification as shown below: 

ሀይለ፡ “…ማየትስ ሌጄ ከትናንት የተማርነው፤ ሇነገ የምናተርፈው ተስፋ እንዲይኖረን፤ በሌማዴ ብቻ በዯመ ነፍስ እተንገዋሇሌን፤ ከወራሪዎቻችን ተስፋና 
አሊማ የተትረፈረፈ ቅንጣቢ እየቃረምን፤ በሃገራችን ስዯተኞች፤ በቤታችን ባይተዋር፤ በንብረታችን ዯጀ-ጠኝ፤ በማዕዲችን ቀሊዋጭ ሆነን ከመቅረት ሞት 
መምረጣችን ነው፡፡… ከዚህ አይነት ሞት ማድ ያሇ ተስፋ የራዕይነት ብቻ ሳይሆን የህይወትነትም፤ የስጋዊነትም ጠባይ አሇው ሌጄ፤ ዴፍን በዴን እንቁሊሌ 
ካሌተፈረከሰ በውስጡ ያሇው አዱስ ህይወት ብር-ትር ብል አይበርም፡፡ የስንዳ ፍሬ ወዴቃ ካሌበሰበሰች በቀር አታፈራም፡፡ መውዯቅና መሞት 
የሚያስተሊሌፈውን፤ የሚያፈራውን የተስፋ አይነት መች አጣኸው::” ((ጴጥሮስ ያችን ሰአት፤27) 

Hailu; "... My son, look what we was learned yesterday: being with out hope for the future of our lives, we will 
suddenly fall away with the hope of the invaders, the hope of the invaders, the abundant bounty of our country, the 
refugees in our country, It's about choosing our own death from leaving our nest in the stairs. ... Without hope, this 
kind of death is not just revelation but also life and dignity. My son If a solid egg is not stacked, it does not break into 
the new life of silver in it. it will not yeild unless it is crushed and rotted. You lost the kind of hope that gained from 
falling and dying”. (Petros Yachin Seat, 27) 

 This is Hailu‟s advise For Girsha that, cooperating with enemies who comes to destroy hope, culture, belief and 
property of motherland with the aim of getting benefit from them is not our history inherited from forefathers. 
Rather, dead a death that could bring life for others, a death that can create a number of heroes who can be a base 
for hope of tomorrow. This is the theme that the play at the end assured as the death of Hailu is such a death as, “ … 
ይህች ቀን ሊዱሲቱ ኢትዮጵያ ያዱስ በር መክፈቻ ናት…” (ጴጥሮስ ያቺን ሰአት፤ 31)“…this a day is is the paver of way for new Ethiopia…” 
(Petros Yachin Seat, 31). What we understand from this explanation in Petros Yachin Seat is sacrifing oneself to 
Ethiopia is a virtue of patriotism which we learn from our ancestors. Surrendering the souvereign of our country and 
giving priotity for our personl benefit is not what we inherit from them. It is winning existential death, by dying a 
biological death we inherit and we should preserve. 

In Tewodros, the decision and action of Kassa (king of Ethiopia) to commit suicide when Britain invaded his 
country and try to make him captive can best express the idea of sacrifice: 

ካሳ፡- “/በጭንቀት ፤ግን በዝግታ፤/ እሚሰጥ እጅ የሇኝም፡፡ እሚጨበጥ እጅ የሇኝም፡፡እረሳሽው ጥሩ ወርቅ? እጄ እሳት ነው! እጄ ጄ ሞት ነው፡፡/ወዯ 
አሇማሁ ዞሮ/ እየው አሇማየሁ… እየው ሌጄ…ኃይሇኞችን እንዯ ህፃን በክንደ ይዞ የኖረ ይኸ የሀገሬ ኢትዮጵያ እጅ፤ ዛሬ በአንዴ በባዕዴ አንባገነን ኃይሇኛ እጅ 
ከቶም ሉያዝ ሉጨበጥ አይቻሇውም፡፡ እሳት ነው እጄ አሇማየሁ! ሞት ነው!” (ቴዎዴሮስ፤ገፅ 13) 

Kassa: -"/ Distress, but slowly/I do not have hands to be given. I do not have hands to be caught. Do you forget 
Tiruwork? My hand is fire! My hand is death. /by turning to Alemayehu/ look Alemayehu…look my son. This is what 
this country has been holding as a child in the arm, today it is impossible for a powerful monarch to regain power 
alone. Fire is my arm! It is death! \"(Tewodros, pp.113) 

The above extract is taken from the dialogue between Kassa and Tiruwork at Mekdela when the civilized and 
organized force of Britain is going to assure as the winner of the war. Tiruwork argued Kassa to surrender his hand 
to the Britain force rather than fighting with them by stowing different atrabilious reasons that tempted the sprite 
of Tewodros to do what they say. Though Tewodros has knows that he has only one choice (death) beyond giving 
his hand, he does not change his stand. He decided to sacrifice his life (to die) for his country. He expressed this 
through simile of his hand with fire. The nature of fire is not comfortable to hold. Not only trial, but also thinking to 
hold it seems like utopians of catching fog with hand. It is impossible to do that. Through this, Kassa convey message 
to the audience as, the plan to make Tewodros captive of Britain is failed because of his decision to take the action of 
suicide. In addition to this, he also gave lesson, as giving hand is not the behavior of a hero or patriot. 
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The argument between the characters Gelemo and Gebrye to take part a war with Wondyirad is another 
evidence for this theme: 

ገብርዬ፡ /በጥሞና አንዯበት፤/- ወንዴይራዴን ሇኔ ተውሌኝ አሌኩህ ገሇሞ፡፡ ሇአንዴ መናኛ ብሇህ ምን እሌህ ድሇህ፡፡ ወንዴይራ የኔ ጉዴ ነው፤ ከሱ 
እምፋረዴ እኔ ነኝ፤ እሱን ሇኔ ተውሌኝ እኮ ነው እምሌ፡፡” 

ገሇሞ፡ /እሌህ በያዘው ዛቻ ሌሳን፤/-… አረ በቅደስ ተክሇአረጋይ ምነው ምን ሆንክብኝ ገብርዬ. የሱን መከራ እማቅዴ፤ የሱን ምሊስ የማስሇውጥ የዚያን 
የምሊሳም ጉዴ፤ እኔ ነኝ ብየህ በጀ ብሇኸኝ ምነዋ አባ ጧፉ. 

ገብርዬ፡ / በሽቀጥ ብል/ … የሇም ተው አንተ ዯሞ እኔ በጀ አሊሌኩህም! መቼ በጀ አሌኩህና…ምነው በገብረ መንፈስቅደስ፤ ባይሆን እዚያው ካሳ ፊት 
ጌታችን ፊት ቀርበን፤ ከሱ አስፈቅዯን እሱ ይፍረዯን ነው እንጂ ያሌኩህ መቼ በጀ አሌኩህና ገሇሞ… 

ገሇሞ፡ እንዱህ ነኝነና ኮስትር… አረ ተውማ አንዴ በሇኝ… ምነው ሰዎች. ተውሌኝ ብየህ ይሁን ብሇኸኝ-በኔው እጅ ነው ብየህ ፍርደ ወንዴይራዴ ጉደ- 
በጀ ብሇኸኝ ምነውማ አባ ጧፉ እንዱህ ታረገኝ/ … አረ ተው አረ ተው በአቡነ አረጋይ አንዴ በሇኝ.. 

ገብርዬ፡ አረ በገብረ መንፈስ ቅደስ. …/ ክርክራቸውን እየቀጠለ ወዯ ካሳ ሲያመሩ መሌዕክተኛው መምጣታቸውን በነበረበት ሆኖ ያውጃሌ፡፡/ (ቴዎዴሮስ፤
ገፅ 53) 

Gebrye: [In serious tone]: Leave Wendyirad for me Gelemo. What a gift to a stupid man. 
It's mine; I'm in charge of it; you promise to give it to me. \" 
Gelemo: / In the anger tone: /…Oh, what have you to do with me? Don‟t you accept my plan to his hardships, 

and to change his tongue? 
Gebrye: ..In the name of Gebremenfes Qidus, No, miss you, I did not tell you! When was that time you? ...rather I 

said, kassa our king will decide it. 
Gelemo: …In the name of Abune Aregawi…after you say ok, why do you regret back? 
 Gebrye:.. In the name of Abune Menfesqidus.../The process of restricting their dispute to Kassa will be 

announced by the messenger as they are arrived./ (Tewodros, pp.53) 
The above character; Gebrye and Gelemo, are honorable manservant of Kassa, who outlawed on Menen‟s 

administration and Wondyirad is a man of Menen. The above conversation is taken place between Gelemo and 
Gebrye when they hear Menen‟s plan and preparation to capture Tewodros. They compute one another to sacrifice 
their life for Tewodros and his vision to create strong and unified Ethiopia, which was scrambled by nobility/judges 
of the era. Slay or quietus, engrossed or surrender, winning or succumbing, gaining or losing are events resulted 
from war. If the warriors are with fortune and power, they can either wine or capture enemies, unless, accepting the 
opposite will be their fate. Two warriors of Kassa; Gelemo and Gebrye, take commitment to admit all these states of 
war with full of heart and confidentially. The names of the saints they used between their arguments express this 
and their eagerness to participate in the war. In the culture of Ethiopian orthodox Tewahdo church, saints are highly 
respected icons. Abune Gebre Menfesqidus and Abune Aregawi are among respected saints who are given a day of 
feast at 5th and 14th date of each month respectively. Churches are also built by the names of this saints in different 
parts of the country. When someone asked, begged or told anything by calling the name of saints, it is believed as, 
truth and become initiative to take action. This shows how much both Gebrye and Gelemo sentiment is sensitive to 
their country, Ethiopia, than their life. 

In the play Menilek, the dialogue between empress Taytu and Antoneli, diplomat of Italy, maneuvers the 
sentiment of Ethiopians, for their country and life as is evident from the dialogue below: 

ጣይቱ፡ - “/በታሊቅ ቁጣ ቱግ ፈርጠም ብሊ/- እሱንስ ቢሆን ማን ይፈራሀሌ.! በጦር በማስረፈራራት ዱፕልማሲህ፤ ያንተ ትዕግስት አስጨራሽ ሌሳነ 
ሰይጣን መሲህ፤ ዴንፋት ተፈርቶ ነፃነትን በዋዛ ማስፈራሪያ ቃሌ፤ ያሇጦርነት በገፀ-በረከትነት አገርን ያህሌ ጉርሻ ሽሌማት የምትጎርስ ይመስሌሀሌ! መስልን ነው 
እንጂ ያሇዯም ስርዬት የሇም፡፡ ዯረቱን ሇጦር እግሩን ሇጠጠር ሰጥቶ፤ ሊገሩ እማይሞት አንዴ ኢትዮጵያዊ ባገራችን አሌተፈጠረም፡፡ ዯረቱን ሇጦር እግሩን 
ሇጠጠር ሰጥቶ ሊገሩ መሞት ጠጋው ነው እንጂ፤ እስካሁን ዴረስ ሀፍረቱ ነው አሌተባሇም፡፡ ወዯፊትም አይባሌም! ስሇዚህ በትርጉም ተምሳሌ ባታስፈራራን 
ነው እሚሻሌ!...”(ምኒሌክ፤ ገፅ217- 218) 

 Taytu: “…(With great anger)- Whoever fears that!! In your military diplomacy, your merciless persecutor, you 
will think that you will win a prize as a blessing to a nation without prosperity! It does not exist but there need a 
blood. He gave his chest to the sword for a soldier to die for. He gave his chest to the sword, so he died, but he was 
not yet haunted. It will never be! So you do not mean to deceive us with a parable!” (Menelik, PP.217- 218) 

The above extract is the answer given with anger and stubbornness to Antoleni. According to the narration in 
the play (pp. 219), the first convention of article 17 was exposed to language conspiracy. Due to that Menelik was 
calling the diplomat of Itay, Conte Antoneli, and agreed to amend it again. But Antoneli was coming up again with 
article full of words that harm the freedom of Ethiopia. During that time Menelik refused to accept that and Antoleni 
try to treat them by power and strength of Italy. Taytu told Antoleni as there is no one who regrets to sacrifice his 
life in Ethiopia, for Ethiopia. Death for his country is grace, not shame for everybody. 
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Another virtue of patriotism depicted in the plays is being loyal to the country. This loyalty may be, on the one 
hand a loyalty of the king or leader to his country or the people, or on the other hand, the loyalty of the people to 
their country and for their leader. The sense of rendering priority for national dignity than personal fame is prevailed 
in the plays. 

In Petros Yachin Seat, when Rudolf and Mersha tempted him to change his faith on Italy, they were the patriots 
he was with them and his country that obliged him to stay with his first stand. On the other hand, the play also shows, 
as his followers were loyal to him and his last word. They deprive Italy from their country and erect his monument 
at the place where he lost his life (pp.30-310). 

In Tewodros, the dialogue beween Kassa and Tiruwork that taken place when Tiruwork advised him to give his 
hand and preserve his throne and Kassa refuse to do that, could explore this idea. 

ጥሩ ወርቅ፡ እሱስ እሺ፤ ሀገርህስ? ሀውዴህስ?… 
ካሳ፡ የሀገር ፍቅር በዘውዴ ጭነት አይሇካም፡፡ አይመጠንም፤አይወሰንም፡፡ ዘውዴ የጫንኩት ሀገሬን ያስተባበርኩ መስልኝ እንጂ በዘውዴ ምክንያት 

ሇእንግሉዝ ቅኝ ገዢ ዯሀ ወገኔን የማስገበሪያ መሳሪያና አሻንጉሉት ሌሆን 
 አይዯሇም፡፡ /ፋታ/ ምንአሌባት እንዲንቺ ያህሌ የዘውዴ ፍቅር ባይኖረኝም የዯሀ ፍቅር ግን አሌነሳኝም ጥሩ፡፡ የመሰረቴ ነውና፡፡ ምናሌባትም ይኸው 

የዯሀ ክትባቴ ይሆናሌ የዘውዴን ፍቅር ከሀገሬ እንዲሊስቀዴም የገራኝ፤ያስተማረኝ፡፡ (ቴዎዴሮስ፤ ገጽ 115) 
Taytu; “Okay, what will be your country? How about your crown?” 
Kassa: National love is not a tribute to royalty. No, it does not matter. The crown was supposed to have been co-

ordinated, but not for the sake of the Britain colonial rulers, not the puppet and puppet. May be I do not have love 
for crown like you, but I do have a great love of ordinary people. For, I am foundational. Perhaps this may be my 
vaccine helped me to give priority for my country. (Tewodros, PP. 115) 

Facts of being loyal to the country he administers and to the people he leads are articulated in the above extract. 
On the one hand, the extract Kassa‟s choice to his country than the crown shows his loyalty to Ethiopia. Crown is 
what everybody at leading position used to preserve his authority. But, Kassa refused to do that because why he 
saddle the crown is not to be proxy leader of colonizer, rather to unite his country. 

On the other hand, the extract shows the loyalty of Kassa to the people he administer through his words. We 
hear him when he speaks of the love he has for the people is more than he loves a crown. As we understand from the 
story, Kassa did not change his word. That is because of this behavior he suicide himself at the end of the story. 

In Menilek, The response of Ethiopians to the call of Menilek in Adwa campaign can be another articulator of 
loyalty that Ethiopians have for their king and country. When Menelik II declare a proclamation of, “…Enough! With 
the help of God, I will defend the inheritance of my forefathers, and will derive the invader back through forces of 
arms! Let every man who is strong join me! And who is not strong, let him pray for me!” on September 1996 G.C, to 
mobilize his people against Italian invasion, for they were patriot of their country and honor of their king, strong 
men defeated the Italian at the battle were joined and form the largest and best- equipped African force, which lastly 
win Adwa in 1996 G.C. This condition in the play is observed or stated, when Teferedech echoed this declaration of 
war campaign as reproduced herewith: 

 “/ቀረርቶና እሌሌታ ይዴብሇቀሇቃሌ፡፡ የፈረስ ሌሳን ጥሪና ኮቴ ያስገመግማሌ፡፡…. የሴት ሌሳን ቀረርቶ ያስተጋባሌ፡፡ መሇከትና እምቢሌታ ቀረርቶና 
እሌሌታ ያስተጋባሌ፡፡ ጦርና ጋሻ ያነገቡ፤ ቀሚሶቻቸውን የሰቀሰቁ ሴት ጦረኞች በሰሌፍ ያሌፋለ፡፡ ሹሌ ያነገቡ ወጣት ጋሜ ጦረኞች በሰሌፍ ያሌፋለ፡፡ ጀላ ጦር 
አካፋና ማረሻ ይዞ፤ ስንቁን ባገሌግሌ ቋጥሮ፤ በሰሌፍ ያሌፋሌ፡፡ ባሇጌጥ ጋሻ፤ ባሇጎፈርና ባሇካባ ሊንቃ ጦር መሪዎች በሰሌፍ ያሌፋለ፡፡/” (ምኒሌክ፤ ገፅ 227) 

“It is going to ulitation and war cry.The horse's tongue and voice assesses ... The lady's whistle shouts. The 
trumpet and flute sounded war cry and joy. Women fighting warriors dressed in spears and shields would pass by. 
Shocked young gallop fighters will pass by. Jelly takes armor and plows, spinning the bowl and spinning. Wreaths of 
shields, warriors and fortune tellers were passed by.” (Menelik, pp.227) 

Bahiru Zewdie express this situation as, „ Menelik‟s javelin was inclusive in which participants were from every 
region of the country. Every one all around the country was subject of the war. (1987;85) This shows that the story 
in the play is going parallel with the real history and Tsegaye used this good quality of Ethiopians in order to initiate 
them to possess loyality through art. 

The monologue of Sebastian, show how much Menilek is loyal to his country and his people who are loyal to 
him. 

ሴባስቲን፡ … በአዱስ አበባ ከተማ ዘሬ በብዛት የተዋሇዯ ፈረንጅ በአንዴነት ወዯ ምኒሌክ ቀርቦ የአዱሰ አበባን መሬት በገፍ ሽጥሌን ቢሇው፤-/አዋጅ 
ሌሳን/-እኔ የአበሾች መሬት ጠባቂ ነኝ እንጂ ሻጭ-ሇዋጭ አይዯሇሁም፡፡እኔ ሇራሴም አንዴም ካሬ መሬት ርስት የሇኝም፡፡ስሇዚህ ያበሾችን መሬት በርስትነት 
ሇማንም ሇመሸጥ ወይም ሇመስጠት አይቻሇኝም፤ ብል በፍጥነት ወዯመጡበት ሸኛቸው፡፡(ምኒሌክ፤ ገፅ 244) 
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Sebastyan; “… many foreigner who born in Addis goes together to menilek and ask him to sell a bulk of land. He 
answered as he is a great landlord of Habesha, not a seller. I have no inheritance of my own field. So I can not sell or 
sell land to anybody, so he hurries over.” (Menelik, pp.244) 

Kings have a power to own everything, because no one ventures to ask them. There was no rules and regulations 
that make them accountable. Menilek as a king, as we observe from the above extract, does not have even one-meter 
square land for himself in Addis Ababa. He gave the property of land to the people by telling foreigners that his work 
is keeping the the land of Habesha not retailing the land. In other words, he told them, as he is the custodian of the 
people. 

 All the above forms of loyalty, i.e, loyalty of people to the king/leader and their country, and loyalty of the king 
to the people and his country, shows as loyalty is one virtue of patriotism practiced in the historical plays parallel 
with the actual historical events express Ethiopia and Ethiopianism best. 

From the above analysis, we understand that patriotism is the main virtue of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in the 
selected historical plays. It is the decision to sacrifice life for their country, the loyalty of the leader to the people, and 
the loyalty of the people to their leader that help the character to achieve their goals. The commitment of Hailu 
resulted Ethiopia to be free from Italian occupation, the decision and way of suicide taken by Tewodros armed strong 
moral of patriotism, the patriotic action of menelik during his leadership-helped Ethiopia to possess civilization and 
to win Adwa. We also understand as the writer used constructive historical events to build the story, which make it 
thrustworthy. 

 
3.3.2. UNITY IN PETROS YACHIN SEAT, TEWODROS AND MENILEK 
 
The second element of Ethiopianism depicted in the plays is unity. This is expressed throughout the stories in 

different ways, directly or indirectly. 
In play Tewodros, Kassa speaks of unity, as it was one best and historical virtue of Ethiopiansm in a brief way, 

as quoted bellow: 
ካሳ፡ “አየህ ገብርዬ ችግሩ፤ እንዯገሇጥኩሌህ ቅዴም ዯሀው የአንዴነትን ጥቅም 
አሇማወቁን አያውቅም፡፡ የኢትዮጵያዊነትን ትርጉም የአበውን የታሪክ አፅም የአንዴነታችንን አቅም 
ሇሀገር ነፃነት እንጂ፤ ሇነጋሲ ዘር ቂም በቀሌ ሇባዕዴ ወራሪም ጥቅም፤ እርስ በርሱ እንይቋሰሌ 
የመጠሊሊት ቂም ውርሱን፤ ከአጥንቱ ዉስጥ ሇመንቀሌ የሐቅን ቅርስ ሇትውሌዴ፤ ሇማስቀረት ሰው ሇማብቀሌ 
 የኢትዮጵያዊነትን ሀሁ፤ የኢትዮጵያዊነትን ፊዯሌ ሇማስቆጠር እንዳት ሌበሌ?! 
የአንዴነትን ፍጹምነት፤ምን ብሇው ነው እሚቀበሌ?!” (ቴዎዴሮስ፤ ገፅ 97) 
Kassa; “You see Gebrye, as I explained earlier The poor is not wisecare 
The meaning of Ethiopia Our forefathers history The power of unity 
For the liberty of nation, not for racial revenge For the benefit of invader, not to tear each other. depriving 

hatred, for pulling out of his bones. 
How to count the Hemstone for generations, to grow a man to keep it up. How to count the Ethiopic, alphabet of 

the Ethiopians !? 
how will they accept the unity‟s perfection?!” (Tewodros, pp; 97) 
The above extract in line 8, symbolizes unity as “Ethiopianism HaHu orAB” and “Ethiopianism letter”. HaHu or 

AB is the first letter that the learner knows during the first time of formal education. Even, it is a letter that we hear 
from human being at the first times of his/her born. Words, phrases and sentences are constructed by letter in the 
next step. As a letter is the basis to know the four skills of language, Kassa express unity as it is the basic issue to 
understand Ethiopianism. It is the base of our history used to fight for freedom, a means to avoid revenge and a 
solution for disagreement. In other words, this convey a message that the absence of unity lead to internal conflict 
and weaken the central power of the country which in turn expose to external invader. 

The writer also used demeaning of others as a technique to bring unity in the country. Kassa condemn those 
who are working to erase unity for the sake of authority as; 

ካሳ፡ “…በየፈርጁ ተከፋፍል፤ትውሌዴና ምንዝራቸው ህዝቡን ብቻ ማጨፋጨፍ፤ ሆኖ ዘሊቂ ክብራቸው 
 ሇምስኪን ወገን ውሌዯቷ፤ እብሪት ነከስ ንቀታቸው 
(...) 
የአንዴነትን ህሌውና፤ ቀፍዴዯው መተብተባቸው 
እነሱ ዙፋን ከሚያጡ፤ የሀገርን ሞት መምረጣቸው…‟‟ (ቴዎዴሮስ፤ገጽ 48) 
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Kassa; “... They are divided into groups, generations, and inmates It's just a massacre of people, their lasting 
glory 

For the Cyprus, their arrogant ignorance. (…) 
The existence unity, thorned by them 
For they prefer their country‟s death, than their crown.”( Tewodros, pp.48) 
Kassa describes them as they are anti unity that give priority to crown than their country, abnegator of the ruled, 

that do not believe in human equality and are a source of conflict between the people. He used this expression to 
expose their bad doing and to be hated by the people. This in turn helps him to get support. 

He also show the solution by taking a commitment to punish those who conspire to kill the unity of Ethiopians 
as: 

“የኢትዮጵያ አምሊክ አትማረኝ፤ እኔ እነሱን ብምራቸው በዴሃ የጨከኑትን፤ ጭካኔ እኔ ብነፍጋቸው 
የሀገር አንዴነት ሇመግዯሌ፤ ሇድሇቱት ክፋታቸው አትማረኝ ብምራቸው!” (ገፅ፤ 95 ) 
“Do not mercy me the God of Ethiopia; if I mercy them 
If I ravaged them, cruel on the poorest For their evil, to kill the country unity, 
Don‟t mercy me, if I mercy them.”( Tewodros, pp.95) 
In Menilek, the main character Menilek himself announce the need and deed of unity for the continuousness of 

Ethiopia by proclamation as; 
 ምኒሌከ፡ “… ሌጆቼ፤ ወዲጆቼ፤ አንደ ባንደ ምቀኝነት ይቅር፡፡ በፍቅር እንዴትኖሩ እሇምናችኋሇሁ፡፡ አስተውለ እርስ በርሳችሁ ተዋግታችሁ ካሌሆነ 

በቀር፤ አገራችን ሇላሊ ባዕዴ አትሰጧትም፡፡ ንፋስ እንዲይገባባችሁ፡፡ አገራችሁን ከያሊችበት ጠብቁ፡፡ ወንዴሜ ወንዴሜ ተባባለ፡፡” (ቴዎዴሮስ፤ ገፅ 275) 
Menilek; “…My children, my friends, on one hand jealousy. I urge you to be in love. You do not give our country 

to another stranger, unless you fight with each other. Do not get windy. Keep your country safe. My brother my 
brother. \"(pp. 275) 

In addition to the above direct expression of unity, the plays show the pros and cons of unity practically. In 
Tewodros, the sprite of unity among Tewodros and his army, as well as between warriors helped Tewodros to wine 
various wars. He defeated Etege Menen at the battle of , Ras Ali at the battle of Gorgorabichen, Dejach Goshu at Gur 
Amba, Dejach wube at Derasge and this finally crowned him as King of King for Ethiopia. On the contrary, the absence 
of unity leads Tewodros for suicide and Ethiopia to lose many wealth and heritage as explained by Terefedech as 
follow. 

“…ሁለም በመዩ ተነሳበት፡፡እነኳንስ ሰው ወቅቱም ፊቱን ዞረበት፡፡ጀኔራሌ ናፔርም እየተጥዯፈዯፈ ከዘይሊ ሰነአፌ፤ ከሰንአፌአሸንጌ ዋዴሊ ከዴሊንታ 
በሽልን ጅረት ተሸግሮ እሮጌ መቅዯሊ ግርጌ ዯረሰ፡፡ እግረ መንገደንም ሀገር እየዘረፈ፤ አዴባራቱን እገፈፈ፤ የታሪክ ንብረት እየሰረቀ፤ መጽሐፍት እያግበሰበሰ፤ ቤተ 
ክርስቲያን እያፈረሰ፤ ንዋየ ቅዴሳተ፤ አሌባሳት፤ ፅሊት፤ ሌብሰ ተክህኖ ቅርስ ስዕሊት፤ እየሰረቀ፤ … መቅዯሊ ግርጌ ዯረሰ፡፡ እኛም ጠበቅነው፡፡ መቅዯሊ ሊይ 
ከመዩና ከገብርዬ ጋር…ብቻችንን ወጣነው፡፡ ” (ቴዎዴሮሰ፤ገፅ 109-110) 

“... all came to light. Someone turned his face around. General Naper was thrown to the bottom of the Mekdela. 
On the other side, he was robbing the store, stealing books, stealing books, stealing books, stealing books, stealing 
the church, stealing, ... docked at the foot of Mekdela. We waited him. At Mekdela with Meyu and Gebrye …we went 
out alone.” (Tewodros, pp.110) 

In the play Menilek, Adwa the major historical event that makes Ethiopia known in the world is a result of unity. 
All Ethiopians were marched to participate in the war. This is observed in the play when we discuss about loyality 
above. 

 The prevalence of unity in the play Menelik also expressed through the construction of the whole play. When 
we say the construction of play, it is to mean the language used, ethnic group, religion and name of the character 
participated in the play. In the play, characters are from different ethnic, multilingual and multi-religious groups. 
This difference does not prohibit them to work for the same objectives. To justify this let us look some names of 
characters participated in: 

“Gobena Daki (pp.158),… Girmame (158),…Dechasa Leka (159),…Bedane Alka(198), Umer Beksa(200), Menilek 
(3).., Aba Matiwos (215 ) 

The above are some of the names used to call the character in the play, which are oromifa, Amharic and Tigrigna. 
Further, the naming shows as there are Christian and Muslim participants. Here, according to Derman and Razak 
(2018: 93-94), the presence of diversified characters marching to the same objective represents unity among them. 

On the other hand, the use of different dialects or language in a multiracial nation shows public as they are with 
rich culture and convention to live together. Thus, the usage of different languages in the play shows respect for the 
different communities (ibid). The following is a song in Oromifa that illustrate the use of different language: 
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ተፈረዯች፡ “ኢንቶቶ ያ ቢሮላ ባሪቱኮ ሳሊላ 
ሱለሌታን ኦሌ ኪጃላ፤ ሚሉሉክ ሲን ሲራሬ! ጉሊላን ጋማ ፋላ 
ፊንፊኔን ጋዱ ኢሊላ ባሌበሊ ጉዲ ፎላ 
ቃሬ እካቲ ዲሬ፤ ሚሉሉክ ሲን ሲራሬ! አቶ ባሬዳ ማሬ፤ ዋሮን ኡፋቶ ዋሬ 
ኢንቶቶ ያ ቢሮላ፤ ሚሉሉክ ሲን ሲራሬ!” (ምኒሌክ፤ ገፅ 175) 
(አማርኛ ትርጉም) 
እንጦጦ እንዯ ፀዯይ ሆነች 
 ሰሊላ ነጋሊት 
ሱለሌታ ዯመቀች፤ ምኒሌክም ጓጓ ጉሇላ በዛ ነካው 
ፊንፊኔ ከታች አየው 
የየካ ዲሩ ሊይ ዴንበሩን አዋሰነ እጅግ አማርሽ ተዋብሽ (English) 
Intoto blossoms like spring 
Also a day for Selale 
Sululta glitter, and Menelik feel eager Gulele expnded on its side 
Finfine view from the bottom 
 
The verge of Yeka bourdered the boundary Extremely it looks good. 
The above song conveyed a message about the growth of Intoto and the eagerness of Menilek for its change. 
From the above discussion we can understand as unity is depicted in the selected plays directly, indirectly and 

symbolically. The base for the presence and survival of Ethiopia is, unity. The analysis explores to preserve this 
element by presenting it with historical evidences. 

 
3.3.3. HOSPITALITY IN PEROS YACHIN SEAT, TEWODROS AND MENILEK 
 
Hospitality is another element of Ethiopiamism portrayed in the three plays. Hospitality involves welcoming 

strangers – not just the rich and respectable strangers, but also the oppressed, persecuted and absolute strangers 
who may not posses much to share or with whom one may not always have much in common. Strangers may be 
those, “who comes today and goes tomorrow” or “who comes today and stays tomorrow” and may also be from 
abroad or within a group. In the selected plays, hospitality is portrayed in various ways (Puspa, 2012:1-2). 

 In the Tewodros, the dialogue of Bel with Menelik can express the extent of Ethiopians hospitality as mentioned 
below: 

ቤሌ፡ … ስሜ ቤሌ ይባሊሌ፡፡ ከሳ ግን ዮሐንስ ብል ሰይሞኝ ከቆንጆ የጎንዯር ወይዘሮ አጋቶኝ ፤ ተዋህድ ክርስትና አስነስቶኝ ሉቀመኳስ ብል ሾመኝ፡፡ 
ባሇሟለ እስካዯረገኝ ዴረስ፤ የቀዴሞ ስሜ ቤሌ ነው፡፡ ቤሌ ማሇት ዯወሌ ማሇት ነው፤ታናሽ እህቴ ናት ዯወሌ ብሊ የሰየመችኝ፡፡ … ያሇእናትና ያሇአባት ነው 
እሷና እኔ ብቻችንን በትንሽነት ተትተን አንዴ ዯሃ ገበሬ ቤት ተቀጥረን፤ ከታሊቁ ከግሊነጎው ከተማ ክሌሇ ውጭ ገጠር አፋፍ መንገዴ ዲር ያዯግነው፡፡ … አቤቶ 
ምሉሌክ የታሊቋን ብሪታንያ የቅኝ ግዛት በአሇም ዙሪያ ሇማስፋፋት፤ በኢምፔሪያሌ ምዴሯ ፅንፈ አጽናፍ ክሌሌ ከቶም ፀሐይ እንዲትጠሌቅ፤ገና በዚህ ባንተ 
ጨቅሊ ዕዴሜ ሳሇን ነው እኛ የብሪታኒያ ሌጆች የሰውአገር ሇመንጠቅ፤ የሰው ዘር የበሊይ ናችሁ ተብሇን፤ በህፃንነት ብረት ነክሰን፤ በአዋጅ ተመሌምሇን በግዴ 
እምንሰሇጥን፡፡ እና ገና በሌጅነቴ ታናሽ እህቴን ትቼ፤ ከገበሬው ቤት ከግሊስጎው ዲር በር ኮብሌዬ፤ ቤአውሮፓው ከተማ አንዳ ስሸቅሌ አንዳ ስዯሌሌ ስንከሊወስ 
አዯግሁ፡፡ በመጨረሻ የአባቴና የወንዴሜ አፅም የወዯቀበትን ምዴር አያሇሁ ብዬ ከሰሊ ኢትዮጵያ ጠረፍ አፋፍ ዯርሼ በረሀ ሜዲ ሙለ የሰው አጥንት ክምር 
ብቻ አስተውዬ፤ በመጨረሻም … ዲግም ወዯ አሇም ቅኝ ገዥ ክሌሌ ወይስ ወዯ ነፃነት ትግሌ፤ ወዯ ብሪተንያ ወይስ ወዯ ኢትዮጵያ ስሌ… ብቻዬን በመከራ 
አፋፍ ዲር ቆሜ በዚያች በመከራ ሰዓት፤ ከመከራዬ ፊዯሌ ተማርኩ… መረጥኩ ወሰንኩ፤ ከፍርሃት ይሌቅ ብሌሃትን መረጥኩ፡፡ ወዯ ኢትዮጵያ ተሸገርኩ፡፡ ጎንዯር 
ዯረስኩ፤ ሇቴዎዴሮስ አዯርኩ፡፡ (ቴወዴሮስ፤73-74) 

Bel: “ My name is Bel. However, Kassa named me as Johnny, make me Christian and give authority. As long as 
I'm eligible, my previous name is Bel. It means a bell, my little sister called me a bell. ... She and I were left alone and 
we were left alone and saved by a poor farmer. We grew up in the edge of the remote town of the town of Gilaskow. 
Abeto Menilek, United Kingdom to expand its territory, it told us a human being of the highest rank in the world, and 
obliged us to be a soldier. And when I was a little older, I left my sister from the farmer's house, Glasgow's Berkeley 
Cobbler, and I went to the city of different Europian country. I finally was coming to saw the gravity of my father and 
brother‟s on the edge of the coast of Ethiopia, and finally ... I was standing by the abyss to the colonies or the struggle 
to freedom, to Britain or to Ethiopia ... ; I learned from my affair ... I chose it, I chose a skill rather than fear. I was 
transferred to Ethiopia.” (Tewodros,pp.73-74) 

 The above extract is a story of Bel taken from a dialogue between Menilek and Bel when Menilek is under the 
situation of fear and tension due to his departure from his family by Tewodros. This was used as a tool to convince 
Menieik that hospitality is the best virtue of Tewodros’s administration. Bel is an oppressed stranger from Britain 
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lived under slavery. He grows without family because of Britain‟s colonial policy. He lastly decided not to go back to 
that colonial world and to live in and for Ethiopia, which is a symbol of freedom. When he came, Ethiopia accepted 
him and gives great dignity like wife, baptism and authority. He explains that Ethiopians were not treated as an 
enemy. Through this story what Bel told to Menilek is, 

„Tewodros who gave such a dignity for those who are from abroad, could not fail to give much freedom and 
respect to his relatives who comes from his country.‟ 

In the play Menilek, the situation of handling journalists coming from abroad can best described that hospitality 
is one element of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism. This is expressed by menilek, on the one hand, the voluntariness for 
interview by giving priority for stranger journalists than his work. This idea is stated as; 

ምሉሌክ፡ “/ወዱያው የስዴስት ሰዓት ነጋሪ ጩኸት ከነጋሪት ጋር ከሩቅ ጎሌቶ ይሰማሌ፡፡ ስዴስት ሰዓት! የቀትር ሰዓት! ስዴስት ሰዓት! ብል ከሩቅ ሲጮህ 
ይሰማሌ፡፡ ካጭር ፋታ በኋሊ ምኒሌክ በመሇስተኛ ፀፀት ሌሳን፤/ ይኸውሊችሁ እንዯጓጓሁት ምንም ሳሌሰራ ስዴስት ሳዓት ተጮኸ፡፡”(ምኒሌክ፤ገፅ 255) 

Menelik; “/ Immediately, the six-hour screaming loudspeaker stands out from the distance. Six o'clock! Late 
afternoon! Six o'clock! He hears the cry from far away. Shortly after the break, Menelik with a bit of regret. /Here are 
six hours of screaming, without doing nothing as my eagerness.” (Menelik,pp.255) 

The above extract shows the dignity, that the journalists get from the king. It was in the early morning the 
journalists were coming to Menilek when he was participating in works of Arada Giorgis church renewal. In Ethiopia, 
church has a great dignity. But Menilek gives interview by interrupting his work. The strangers take priority than 
the work. This shows that how much Menilek (the symbol of Ethiopia) has a place for strangers. 

On the other hand, the invitation for the journalists explores the hospitality of Menilek as shown bellow: 
 ምኒሌክ፡ “አሁን የምሳ ሰዓት ተጩኋሌ፡፡ ግብር አግቧቸው፡፡ ዯህና ባሌዯረባም መርጠህ አዴርግሊቸው ሀብቴ፡፡...” (ምኒሌክ፤ገፅ 257) 
Menelik; “Lunch is reached now. Take them to Gibir (lunch party). Choose a good friend for them Habtie.” 

(Menelik, pp.257) 
The above extract shows the way how journalists coming from America, France, Italy and Caribbean are 

handled. Gathering different information about the country is their purpose of coming. From the side of Ethiopia 
Habtegiworgis and Eagle was the agent who create comfortable condition for them. With the help of these agents, 
the journalists meet with menilek and get information what they want. After the completion of interview Menilek 
does not let them alone to go, rather he invited them to participate in lunch Gibir. 

According to Abriham, the meaning of hospitality based on the Bible New Testament (Luke 10:20-37) is a human 
mercy ( Puspa L,2012:28). 

This type of hospitality portrayed in the play of Petros Yachin Seat as; 
ግርሻ፡ “…ተሳሌሞ ሇመሰናበት ተጠግቶ ጎንበስ ይሌና፤ ይፍቱኝ ይሊሌ፡፡ 
ኃይለ፡ ጥቂት ካመነቱ በኋሊ ያሳሌሙትና… እግዚአብሔር ይፍታህ..! ይሊለ፡፡”(ገፅ፤13) Girsha: “... and he stooped down, and bowed 

himself to the ground. 
Hailu: After a few moments of craving, ... God will divorce you! he say.”(pp.13) 
Girsha is enemy of Hailu who tempted his patriotic feeling to his country. But, Hailu give him a mercy and excuse 

for him. 
In the play Tewodros,the mercy of Kassa to Menen can best express this types of hospitality as mentioned here: 
ቴዎዴሮስ፡ “…. ጎርጎራ ወስዯህ ሇሌጃቸው ሇራስ አሉ አስረክብ፡፡ እነዚህን የአገር አንዴነት ሲቃ፤ ወግ አራቂ እቃ፤… አስረክብ ሇራስ አሉ! እኔ እነሱን 

አይዯሇሁም፤ ይኸው በመሌክት እንዯሇመንከኝ፤… ያውሌህ ወሊጅ እናትህን ይዘህ፤ ጭራህን ሸጉበህ፤ ዲግመኛ አስኮናኝ አይናችሁን ወዯማሊይበት፤ ሂደ 
ወዯምትሄደበት ብልሃሌ ካሳ በሇው፡፡”(ቴዎዴሮስ፤ገፅ 66-67) 

 Tewodros; “.... Take her to Gogora and serve to Ras Ali, her son. Take these anti public unity and gave her to Ras 
Ali. I'm not like them. Tell Ali I said, according to your begging, take your mother, the parent that you live with, , and 
go ahead.” (Tewodros, pp. 66-67) 

The above extract is taken when the following situation is happened. Etege Menen was going to a battle to 
capture or kill Tewodros. The situation was not like what she planned and she became captive of him. However, 
Tewodros after he receive a letter of Rass Ali, who was fleed to Gorgora, he give mercy for her and let her to go to 
Ali. The letter contains recognition to Tewodros‟s administration and begging idea to cede Menen. 

In the play Menilek, the mercy that Menilek gave to those captives from war of Adwa can express this type of 
hospitality as follows: 

ሴባስቲያን፡ “… ምኒሌክ አባ ጤና በመሊው አገር ግንባር፤ ዴሌና ነፃነቱን በግዴ በውሌና በፊርማ ጣሉያንን ካሳመናት በኋሊ የአንቀፅ አስራ ሰባትን ነገር 
ዲግመኛ ሊታነሳ ገሃዴ ካስማሊትም በኋሊ ባሇፈው ሰሞን የጣሉያን ምርኮኞችን መሳ በመሳ ፈታና ሇቀቃቸው፡፡ እዚሁ ሮማ ዴረስ በነፃ ሰዯዲቸው፡፡ 
ምርኮኛውም ጀኔረሌና ላልችም ምርኮኞች የበሊይ ጦር አዛዦች ያሇጫማ ባድ እግራችንን ከአዴዋ እስከ አዱስ አበባ ያስኬዯናሌ ብሇው እንዯፈሩትም ሳይሆን 
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እያንዲንደ ሹማምንት በበቅል መጓዛቸውንና መሊውንም ምርኮኛ ጭምር በእስር ሊይ ሳለ ዲኛው ምኒሌከ ያሇአንዲች ስቃይ እንዲኖራቸው፤ እራሳቸው 
ሇጋዜጠኞች ቃሇ- መግሇጫ ሰጡ እዚሁ ሮማ፡፡” (ምኒሌክ፤ገጽ 242-243) 

Sebastian; “….MenilekAfter a year of solidarity and freedom in the country, he defied  the Italian captives and 
released the thugtators of the article after he had recaptured not to rise the article. He sent them to Rome freely. The 
exiled General and other captives were not get Menilek as they afraid to go from Adwa to Adis Ababa without shoes, 
but each of the officers had to walk on mule and while they were in prison, they had to carry on their backs. The 
captive themselves give press release.” (Menelik,pp. 242-243) 

It was after the victory of Adwa the situation explained in the above extract is happened. There were many 
captives from the war. The handling given to these captives was interesting and amazing to express. Menilek offered 
mule for journey from Adwa to Addis Ababa. All the arrested were seen off peacefully. This shows that hospitality 
was one virtue of Ethiopianism practiced in Menilek‟s administration. 

The discussion above about hospitality shows as it is one element of Ethiopianism that Ethiopian possesses from 
antiquiety. To express how much they are hospitable to strangers, the writer depicts and articulates their acceptance 
of foreigners either who comes today and goes tomorrow” or “who comes today and stays tomorrow. That is the 
absence of this quality, that increased the number of immigrants in Ethiopia currently. 

 
3.3.4. FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE IN PETROS YACHIN SEAT, TEWODROS AND MENILEK 
 
Historically, Ethiopia is free and independent from any external invader. From the very existence it had never 

lost its freedom. This is expressed in the selected plays and offer solutions how this could be preserved. 
In the play Tewodros, freedom and independence of Ethiopia is expressed in the following way: 
“የቱርክና የአውሮጳ መንግስታት በቅኝ ግዛት መስፋፋት በመሊው አሇም አየሇ፡፡ ላሊው አሇም ይቅርና፤ ከጠቅሊሊው የአፍሪካ ምዴር እስካሁን በቅኝ 

ግዥ እጅ ያሌወዯቀ፤ ያሇ ሉቢያና ያሇ ኢትዮጵያ በቀር አንዴም የሇ፡፡ በላሊ ፊት፤ የኢትዮጵያ መሳፍንት በየፈርጁ አንዲንዴ ዘውዴ እየጫኑ፤ ኢትዮጵያን 
ከፋፈለ፡፡…የህብረት ቅስሟን ሰነካከሇ፡፡ ህዝቧ ቶል ተባብሮ፤ የከበባት ወራሪና የመሳፍንቷን ስስት አስታግሶ የተነጣጠሇ አንዴነቷን በእግዚአብሔር ቸርነት፤ 
መሌሶ ካሌፈጠረና እንዯነበረች በቶል ካሊጠናከረ፤ ያው እንዯላሊው ሁለ …የጥንታዊቷ ኢትዮጵያችንም በባዕዴ እጅ ተቆራርሳ ነገ በገባርነት መኖር እንጅ ላሊ 
ምን አሇ፤…ከሁለ አስቀዴሞ ሇተከፋፈሇችቱ ኢትዮጵያ አንዴነት እንተባበር፡፡ ከእንግዱህ የኢትዮጵያ ዘሊቂ ተስፋ መተባበራችንና አንዴነታችን ብቻ ነው፡፡” 
(ቴዎዴሮስ፤ገፅ 46) 

„The colonial power of Turkey and Europe has expanded all over the world. Except Ethiopia and Libya, most 
frican countries are colonized. On the other side Ethiopian nobles crowned in each and devided their country. This 
hobbles its unity. If the people does not stand together to breake this situation, the fate of our ancient Ethiopia will 
be, being under the yoke of colonial powers,…before anything else, let us unite for the devided Ethiopia. Only 
cooperation and unity is the hope of Ethiopia‟ (Tewodros, pp.46). 

The above extract shows, as Ethiopia is one of the countries in the world that is not colonized by authocrat 
governments. In addition to this in the extract, we get the means how to preserve this pride history. Unity is the very 
essential element to be possessed in order not to invade by colonial powers. The weaknes to be united, paves the 
way to be invaded. That is our forefathes/mothers history of unity, which make Ethiopia and Ethiopians historic 
nation. 

In Petros Yachin Seat, the issue of freedom and independence is heared from Hailu when he was at the eleventh 
hour to be executed. He orderd his followers not give up their hand to enemy and preserve the history of freedom 
as; 

ኃይለ፡ “…እግኢአብሔር ይፍታችሁ ሌጆቼ፤ ሇጠሊታችሁ ሇፋሽስት አትገዙ ሌጆቼ፤ …እንኳን እናነተ መሬቷም እንዲትገዛ ገዝቻሇሁ፤…. ሌጆቼ 
በመንፈስ ጀምራችሁ በስጋ እንዲታሌቁ፤ ሇሀገራችሁ በመሌካም ፍሬ ፈንታ አሜካሊ እንዲትሆኗት፤… ሇጠሇታችሁ፤… አትገዙ፤…እንኳን እናንተ መሬቷም 
እንዲትገዛ ገዝቻሇሁ፤….ሌጆቼ እግዚአብሔር ይፍታችሁ፤… ” (ጴጥሮስ ያቺን ሰአት፤ገጽ 31) 

Hailu; "... O ye daughters of God, do not submit to adversity for your enemies, my little ones; not only you but 
also the land. Beginning with the Spirit, you have not last of the flesh. Do not make you a thorn to your country than 
a good fruit ... to your enemy, O ye daughters of God, not only you but also the land do not submit to adversity for 
your enemies.” (Petros Yachin Seat, p.31) 

In Menilek, the writer explains that its freedom and independence is used as the means to free other countries 
colonized by colonial pawer. This is presented in the following manner as; 

ምኒሌክ፡ “… በአዴዋ ጦር ግንባር ማሸነፋችንን በመሊው አሇም ፊት በማስመስከራችን፤ እናንተ ብትወደም ባትወደም፤ ከእንግዱህ ወዱያ ሇዓሇም ቅኝ 
ተገዥ ማህበረ-ህዝብ ሁለ፤ የነገ ተስፋ የነፃነት አርአያ ሆናሇች ማሇት እኮ ነው ይቺ ኢትዮጵያችን፡፡” (ምኒሌክ፤ገፅ 156) 

Menelik; “…We admitted our victory in Adwa all over the world, either you love or you do not like it, and for 
longer to the the colonial people, the future of hope as a model of freedom here is Ethiopia.” (Menelik ,pp. 156) 
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The above extract is taken from the answer when Menilek gives interview for journalists. Wilde, one of the 
journalist, asked a question of, „do you think other colonized African could make you and your country as a role 
model for their freedom fighting?‟. Then Menilek answered as the freedom of Ethiopia is used like a role model for 
other countries. This shows how much the freedom of Ethiopia has influence in the world. 

 Finally, New Historicism is considered to be method of exploring how literature brings some understanding to 
current problems and it makes critic talk about the problems while talking about the plays.thus, from the above all 
analysis we can understand that Ethiopia and Ethiopianism is represented in the way that can create a good image 
on audiences by using history. Based on the actual history the writer conveys his messages artisticaly. The 
relationship between the actual history and the story in the play going parallelely. If there is, the only difference is 
the way of expression. In the play, major historical events, like the last time of Tewodros, Petros, and the battle of 
Adwa are articulated in a way that can create more image than historical books tells. To examine how these major 
historical events are represented in the play, it is important to campare it with the narration of actual historical 
event. 

When we start from the history of Abune Petros, historians may explain his adventure as, „Abune Petros was a 
patriotic religious leader who was executed by Italian authocrats because of his denial to accept Italian colonial 
administration‟. (Bahru,1987;54) 

While in the play this situation is articulated in a more imagery form. All the sentiment happened to Hailu is 
presented in a detailed way. The audience hear his argument with banda Ethiopians and authocrat Italian. They felt 
his loneliness to challenge enemies, his sickness to accept their mission and the adamant to sacrifice his life for the 
sake of his country through words the writer used. 

The suicide of Tewodros at Mekdela also has the same way of narration like Abune Petros. In history the 
situation is expressed as, „Tewodros was a patriotic leader with a big dream to create united and strong Ethiopia 
and to make his dream real, he took various measures. The measure he had taken was, the incedent to be alone and 
he lastly take suicide in a fight with Britain at the battle of Mekdela.‟ (Bahru,1987;31) 

While in the play, the writer characterize Kassa and speake all his feeling in a detailed way. The battle of Adwa 
is another major event represented in the play. Like wise to the history of Abune Petros and Tewodros, the actual 
historical event expressed was in a way that states each happening in historical language. But in the play each and 
every events are presented by using artistic and imagery words that can create more feeling on audiences. The 
expression of Menilek‟s feeling when Italy was started to invade Ethiopia, can be the best evidence for this. 

 The representation of the major historical events in the three plays follows the same pattern. They make the 
actual history as a base of their story. They did not exaggerate it, but they are presented in a way that can create a 
national feeling on audiences. In the plays, Tsegaye try to create a national hero through art. He articulates the main 
deeds of his hero by using artistic language. The year that the plays was written tell something bout this. Petros 
Yachin Seat was written in 1955, Tewodros in 1960 and Menilek in 1982. The actual historical events happened 
around 1928, 1962 and 1988 E.C respectively. Telling history is not the writer‟s main objective, rather he wants to 
inject the audience about Ethiopia and elements of Ethiopianism that were with our forefathers and make them the 
winner of every campaign through the national heroes. He tries to inherit historical behaviours of Ethiopia and 
Ethiopians to generations,i.e, to possess the quality of patriotism, unity, hospitality, and freedom and independence 
to challenge problems they face in their life. 

  
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The study attempted to analyze and interpret the representation of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism in selected 

historical plays of Tsegaye Gebremedhin by using the new historical theoretical approach. Based on the findings, the 
following conclusions are drawn. 

The selected plays reflect Ethiopia‟s long history of civilization, historicness, and greatness. The plays do also 
play a significant role to instil elements of Ethiopianism and these elements are patriotism, unity, hospitality and, 
freedom and independence, which are critical to greatness and littleness of Ethiopia. The existence of these values 
is beneficial, and the absence brings harm. To show this, elements of Ethiopianism in the play are depicted in 
different manners; directly, indirectly and symbolically. Patriotism is the main virtue of Ethiopia and Ethiopianism 
in the selected historical plays. It is expressed through the decision to sacrifice life to their country, the loyalty of the 
leader to the people, and the loyalty of the people to their leader that help the character to achieve their goals. Unity 
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is depicted in the plays, as it is the base of Ethiopian history. The pride historical events expressed in the plays are 
results of unity among Ethiopians. 

Hospitality is another element of Ethiopianism practiced in the plays to portray what Ethiopians are for 
stranger. Based on the analysis, Ethiopians are hospitable not only for Ethiopians, but also for foreigners. It is 
expressed through accepting of foreign as well as domestic strangers and giving mercy to people. Freedom and 
independence is another elements of Ethiopianism articulated in the plays. Ethiopia had never been colonized by 
authocrats since its existence. The adventures perpetuated in the plays are to preserve this value of Ethiopianism. 

The analysis also explore as literature is constructed from history and gives access to understand the past and 
to create present and the future. The selected plays depict the actual history of Ethiopia with no exaggeration, but in 
a way that can create a national feeling on audiences. Generally, the analysis shows that this representation of 
elements of Ethiopianism has a great role to advocate and promote the sense of Ethiopianism than ethnicity. 
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